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ONCE IN A WHILE SOME

COMPU* TECH

A Total Computer

DISCOVERING BASIC

GRADES 4-6 (Commodore Series)
After four years of research and preparation, COMPU'TECH
PUBLISHING offers its CLASSROOM-TESTED series of BASIC
textbooks.

FEATURES:
• Spiral Bound

• Easy-to-read Large Format designed specifically for younger
students

• Lively cartoon illustrations introduce new concepts
• Assumes no prior knowledge of computers
• Developmental lessons

• End-of-lesson
thinking

activities

stimulate

creativity

and

encourage

DISCOVERING BASIC SERIES
Book One

Book Two
Book Three
Book Four

0-917531-00-0
0-917531-01-9
0-917531-02-7
0-917531-03-5

$8.95
$8.95
$8.95
$8.95

ALSO AVAILABLE
Classroom Sets
Teaching Guides
Instructional Tapes

(IBM & Apple Series available soon)

COMPU * TECH SOFTWARE INTRODUCES THE STUDENT'S SOFTWARE SERIES
SOFTWARE DESIGNED FOR CLASSROOM LEARNING

I
COMWTYPE

COMPU'TYPE

COMPU'WRITER

COMPU'CALC

(Grades 4-9)

(Grades 6-10)

(Grades 3-9)

Available for:

Available for:

Available for:

PET/CBW

PET/CBM/

PET/CBM/

Commodore 64

Commodore 64

Commodore 64

Definitive Word Proces

Spreadsheet Program

Complete Typing Pro

for young students. The

gram geared specifi

same familiar "Calc"

cally for young stu

operations but with a

dents.

sing program for young

students.

COMPU'

WRITER hasall the func
tions Bank Street Writer
should have included.

FEATURES:
Text editing (add, move, insert, erase)
Automatic centering
Automatic word wrapping

Command code ON THE SCREEN
Save and load from diskette

Tutorial lessons
Comprehensive manual

difference! This program

contains a special builtin window to show kids how the
calculations are performed. A true math
teaching tool.

FEATURES:
• Mini-lesson in formula construction
• Classroom applications in content
areas

• Activity Pack

FEATURES:
• Encourages correct finger placement

• Easy-to-use, requires no adult super
vision

• Multiple lessons lead to greater typing
skills
• Scores and tallies errors
• Full keyboard graphics on screen
• Activity Pack

Activity Pack

Price:

ISBN

S39.95

0-917351-99-X

Price:

ISBN

$59.95
0-917531-98-1

Price:

!SBN

$19.95
0-917531-97-3

THING NEW HAPPENS...
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Education Company

BASIC PROGRAMMING

GRADES 7-9 (Commodore Series)
Created specifically for Junior High students, BASIC PROGRAMMING is
like no other series on the market today. The high-interest content is
presented in a friendly style, yet remains at a comfortably low reading level.
FEATURES:
• Spiral Bound
• Mature Format
• Computer Graphic Illustrations

• Project-oriented lessons
• Stimulating learning pace

BASIC PROGRAMMING SERIES
Book One
BookTwo
BookThree
Book Four

0-917531-04-3
0-917531-05-1
0-917531-06-X
0-917531-07-8

$9.95
$9.95
$9.95
$9.95

ALSO AVAILABLE
Classroom Sets
Teaching Guides

Instructional Tapes
(IBM & Apple Series available soon)
The DISCOVERING BASIC Series and BASIC PROGRAMMING Series
were developed directly from the experience of hundreds of teachers

with

over

100,000

students

nationwide.

Each

book

contains

FIFTEEN FUN-FILLED LESSONS which are perfect For a SEMESTER

or MINI-COURSE.
As the largest computer education company in the world, we invite
you to give your students an opportunity to share in this experience.

TWO NEW PRODUCTS FROM COMPU • TECH HARDWARE
DISK SHARER 8 for PET/CBM/B&C Series

DISK SHARER 8

PET VIDEO BOARD

working system for the classroom. Protect the

Now, display any PET/CBM screen on
ANY video monitor of ANY SIZE.

investment you've made in your PET/CBM

Essential

computers. Perfect for word processing and
resource-sharing applications.

classroom applications.

At last, an ECONOMICAL disk sharing and net

FEATURES:
• Bus error time-outs to prevent lockups
• Uses standard IEEE-488 cabling
• Transparent to user and software

• No software or chips to install
Price:

$695.00
ASSY-10004

One year full warranty on parts and labor.
90-Day warranty of cabling, connectors, power
supply, and switches.

for group viewing and

FEATURES:
• Easy to connect and disconnect
• Transport anywhere
• No internal connections

• No tools needed
Price:

$129.95
ASSY-10005

To place orders or for further infor

mation: Phone 800-437-4400 or
write COMPU'TECH. (VISA

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER!
When you order the COMPU'TECH DISK
SHARER 8, order its perfect companion—the
COMMODORE SFD 1001-1 megabyte disk
drive for only $250.00.

Mastercard accepted.)
COMPU'TECH
615South Street

Garden City, N.Y. 11530

(516) 222-1637

or

Attention
Commodore
Computer
Owners
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DRIVE

MSD

r

Looking for a versatile disk drive that efficiently interfaces with your Commodore'
personal or business computer? Then look no further. MSD offers not just one drive,
but two — the SD-1 and the SD-2 Super Disk Drives.
With the SD-1 Super Disk's 4K buffer memory, you can open more files at any one
time. Its rapid internal operations allow you to execute utility commands in a minimal
amount of time and to format disks in only 17 seconds. If you demand more and thus
faster duplication, however, then the SD-2 is for you. You can format, copy and verify in

less than 2 minutes — twenty times faster than if you used two single drives together.
Both drives feature state-of-the-art design for exceptional durability and longer
life. Both feature unique vertical loading for greater space savings. And neither will
ever overheat.
Call MSD today for more information or the location of the dealer or distributor
nearest you.

SYSTEMS, INC.
10031 Monroe. Suite 206

Dallas. Texas 75229

(214) 357-4434
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NEW FOR HIGH SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATORS

IF A STUDENT WANTS TO
CHANGE HIS TIMETABLE ..
CAN YOU DO IT?

The WYCOR Class Scheduling
System lets you:
Add new students, change existing timetables.
Checks all available classes, class sizes.
Displays 32 best timetables (hat minimize class sizes.
Lets YOU pick the timetable.

CHECKS MECHANICAL

STOP POSITION

Packase includes:
• True disital alignment disk with offset tracks
• Quiet Drive stops to reduce need for continued
realisnment

(703)491-6502
e©

CARDINAL

13646 JEFFERSON DAVIS HWY.

SOFTWARE

WOODBRIDGE, VA 22191

Prints the newtimetable.
Updates class size.
Prepares a teachers change list.
Other reports available.

WYCOR BUSINESS SYSTEMS
170 The Donway West, Suite 401

Toronto, Canada M3C 2G3
Tel. (416)444-3492

Hours 10-6 Mon.-Sat.

9

C64
PROVINCIAL
PAYROLL

DAISY
DAtabase Information SYstem
One of the com

prehensive DataBase

Systems for the 64.
Fully bilingual on
screen.

A complete Canadian Payroll System for Small

Calculates: compute

Business.

the contents of
numeric fields - add,

• 50 Employees per disk (1541) •

subtract, multiply or

Calculate and Print Journals • Print

divide againt the
defined field using
either constant value

Cheques • Calculate submissions
summary for Revenue Canada •

or the contents of any

Accumulates data and prints T-4s • Also
available for 4032 and 8032 Commodore

other field in the
record. Virtual disk

Computers.

Available from your Commodore Dealer.

operation.

On disk

ONLY $39.95
Suite 210

Distributed by.

ICROCOMPUTER
SOLUTIONS
1262 DON MILLS RD. STE. 4

DON MILLS. ONTARIO M3B 2W7
TEL: (416)447-4811

5950 Coles des neiges
Montreal, Quebec H3S 1Z6
Canada
CO D.. money order or cheque

Dealer and distributor inquiries inviled.

Write for our FREE catalog.
Send us your programs We publish software.

President's Letter
With this issue we are pleased to an

nounce the arrival of our new editor,
Nick Sullivan. Nick is an editor and
writer of wide-ranging experience and
an avid user of Commodore computers,

especially theC-64. Nick has been asked
to take TPUG Magazine forward and
produce a professional magazine of
wide interest to all our readers.
We would like to take this opportu
nity to thank David Williams and Sandi
Waugh for their contribution in bring
ing the magazine forward this far. It
has become apparent, however, that a
full-time editor is required. We have

vear. We'll be working to make the
magazine more professional in both
appearance and content. The changes

won't happen overnight but they will
happen, and lhey'11
cosmetic. We'll be
work harder than
useful, informative

he more than just
asking writers to
ever to produce
articles on topics

that interest all of us as Commodore
users. And we'll be working with them
to make sure that those articles will be
as clear, readable and entertaining as

we can make them. But let me reiter
ate — we're counting heavily on your
help and your involvement to make it

passed this challenge on to Nick and
together with our best wishes we offer

all possible.

our support in the form of all the help

Concerning other aspects of the club,

we can provide. Are there articles you'd
like to see, articles you'd like to write?
Arc you an artist, or a photographer?
There's no better time than now to get
involved with the magazine — let's see
just how good we can make it.

You'll see some changes in the coming

there will be some changes too. It

became fairly clear from the animal

were doing the best they could, we

have some very specific areas for im
provement. Our costs are higher than

Board of Directors
President
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Happy New Year!
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on behalf of the Board of Directors.
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Meeting Co-ordinators

TPUG OFFICE
(416) 782-9252
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Treasurer

I want to close by thanking all the
directors last year for their help and
by welcoming the new directors to the
board. I would also like lo thank all
the staff for their tireless help and
dedication. I know the coming year
will be an exciting one for all those
involved in the club.

meeting in October that while most of
the members felt the current directors

TPUG Contacts

Vice-President

they should be. In short, the club broke
even in a year in which our member
ship rose to almost 16,000 (from 9,600
the year before) and our gross income
for the year reached three-quarters of
a million dollars. Our major costs were
those of producing and shipping disks
(30.000 were distributed last year) and
producing the magazine. A complete
financial statement was sent to all full
members. If you are interested, write
and we'll send you one.

416/782-9534
70216,414
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PET/CBM MULTI USER DISK SYSTEM
ALLOWS UP TO SIXTEEN USERS TO SHARE DISK DRIVES

COMMODORE 64 MULTI USER DISK SYSTEM

AND/OR PRINTERS
WORKS WITH ALL PET/CBM EQUIPMENT

• ALLOWS UP TO EIGHT USERS TO SHARE DISK DRIVES
AND/OR PRINTERS

WORKS WITH ALL 64/VIC EQUIPMENT

100% HARDWARE INTERFACED
NO ALTERATIONS TO SOFTWARE OR SPECIAL SOFTWARE RE

QUIRED
SOFTWARE TRANSPARENT — WORKS WITH ALL PET/CBM
SOFTWARE

LANGUAGE TRANSPARENT — WORKS IN ANY LANGUAGE

BUILT IN IEEE AND 64/VIC SERIAL PORTS
(WORKS WITH ALL IEEE DEVICES)
100% HARDWARE INTERFACED
NO ALTERATIONS TO SOFTWARE OR SPECIAL
SOFTWARE REQUIRED - SOFTWARE TRANSPARENT
NO SPECIAL COMMANDS USED
BUILT IN 16K PRINT BUFFER

■ NO SPECIAL COMMANDS USED

DISK DRIVE PRIORITY

■ PROTECTS AGAINST SYSTEM LOCKUP

GREATER PRODUCTIVITY & LOWER COST

FOR BUSINESS AND EDUCATIONAL USE
8032

4032

MICR0SHARE64K PRINT BUFFER

40 TO 80 COLUMN CONVERSION
- EXTERNALLY SWITCHABLE FROM 40 TO 80 COLUMNS
• EXTERNALLY SWITCHABLE FROM 80 TO 40 COLUMNS
• CONVERSIONS FOR BOTH 4032s AND 8032s

- 100% SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY IN EITHER MODE
• HARDWARE (NOT SOFTWARE) MODIFICATION
• ALL KEYS FROM 8032 EMULATED ON 4032
• SPECIAL FUNCTION KEYS
COMMODOBE64 PET AND CBM ARE ALL TRADEMARKS OF COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES INC

DEALER ENQUIRIES
INVITED
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• LOW COST

• REDUCES LONG WAITS — SAVES TIME
• ALLOWS YOU TO PRINT AND PROCESS SIMULTANEOUSLY
• IEEE INPUT — IEEE OR CENTRONICS PARALLEL OUTPUT
• WORKS WITH ALL PET/CBM SOFTWARE
• NO INSTALLATION REQUIRED

• ELIMINATES

THE

FRUSTRATION

OF WATING

FOR YOUR

PRINTER

MANUFACTURED BY:
COMSPEC COMMUNICATIONS INC.
153 BRIDGELAND AVE., UNIT 5,

TORONTO, ONTARIO M6A 2Y6

(416)787-0617

This And That

by Doris Bradley

Do You Remember When. . .

Commodore Corps of the Coeur D'Alene Com

... a commodore was a nice man who ran a

puter Club meets on the first Saturday of
each month at a place to be designaled.

ship... an errorwas something the Detroit

Tigers made a lot of (but not in 19841), etc.
When this was published in the November
magazine we didn't know who the author
was, but now we do. This piece originally
appeared in the Educational Computing
Organization of Ontario Newsletter. The
author was ]ohn Caspic McManus.
B-128 Users
If you own a B-128 and did not get a letter
from TPUG regarding it, please let the

office know and we'll add you lo our grow

ing list of members who are interested in
the B-128.

Associate Club Chapters
Time to calch up again on the list of Com

modore computer clubs lhat have laken
advantage of the offer to have 15 or more of
their members join TPUG at a saving of
$5.00 per member. The newest additions

are: South Kent TPUG of Grant! Rapids,
Michigan, Frontenac Commodore Users
Group of Kingston, Ontario. Commodore

Connection Computer Club of West Palm

Beach, Florida. Commodore 64 Owners of
Petaluraa,California. Niagara Commodore
Users of St. Catharines, Ontario and Com

modore Users Group of Pensacola. Florida.
That brings the total of associated cl ubs to

57!

Write for additional information. Contact
lorn Nelson, PO Box 007. Harrison ID83833
— 208-689-:J919 — W A7VWI.

Canadian Air

Rescue

Association

(CARA)
This is a national non-profit volunteer ser

vice organization dedicated to humanitar
ian needs in Canada. The three Services
provided are Air Services. Mobile Support

Services and Telecommunications. The lat
ter may be of interest to TPUG members.
Since CARA is a new organization they are

looking for interested individuals in all
Services. They are also looking for Tele
communications, and other types of equip
ment. This includes computers and Ama

teur as well as General Service Radio. Any
thing they gel will be greatly appreciated,
no matter the condition, as long as it is
repairable. If you want lo learn more send
S2.00 for an information package to: CARA.
c/o Robert A. Vinci, PO Box 681, Grand
Falls. NB, EOJ 1M0.

One of the heaviest post cards that Jim
Butterfleld has ever received arrived re
cently from Taiwan. It had been posted by
Lyman Duggan (TPUG's founder). It is
actually a Chinese translation of a book by
Ken Skier. Whal will he think of next?

Other Computer Clubs
I try to include information submitted by
other computer clubs. These groups may

Our apologies for the delay in shipping
the COMAL Reference Guide by Borge
Chrislensen. Our letter-quality printer
decided lo develop 'aulomatic self-niolivated page feeding' at the most awkward
time. We were the victim of Murphy's Law —

"Nothing is as easy as it looks. Everything
takes longer than you expect. And, if any-

ihing can go wrong —it will, a! the worst
possible moment!" I trust everyone who
ordered one has now received it, and that

you are finding it a welcome addition to
your library on COMAL.

VIC 20 Library

The VIC librarians, Chris Covell and Daryl
King, are beginning to have difficulty pul
ling together a release each month. Please
take the time to look around your collec
tion of public domain VIC 20 programs

winch you have written or acquired, and
send along any thai you think we don't

have. Commodore may not be making VIC
20s any more, bnl there are still millions of

them out there, and millions of owners
who arc still enjoying their VIC 20, and
looking for support for their machines. Also,

Fourth Annual TPUG Conference
You will see another notice elsewhere in
this issue, but lei me repeat the bare facts
here. The next conference will be held May
25 and 26 at the Ontario Institute of Studies in

Education. Bloor St. near St. George, in the
heart of Toronto!

Jim Butterfield's Mail

COMAL Reference Guide

We win some and we lose some in our
move to downtown Toronto. Those from
out-of-town will probably have the choice
of cheap or not-so-cheap accommodation,

as well as much easier access to the sights of
Toronto. On the other hand the confer
ence will not be in as luxurious surround
ings, and those who are driving would be
well advised to park near a subway station
and ride the TTC.

don't forget the magazine is always looking

for interesting and informative articles con
cerning the VIC 20. If you're interested, in
writing, drop the magazine staff a line and
ask for the Author:.' Guidelines.

Membership Fees
It is now Ift85, and so the new rales are
in force. An Associate or Student member
ship is now $25.00 and a Regular member

ship $:!f).00. Please see the masthead of this
magazine for full details.

FIG Southern Ontario (FORTH Inter
est Group)
The next meeting of this group is Saturday,

March 2nd, 2:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m., at the
General Science Building, Room 312, McMaster University. Hamilton. Ontario.

or may not have an associate membership
in TPUG.

(C)TB- September 1981

Users Group of Mount Forest (UGMF) meets

Please nole that the last program on this

at the Mount Forest District High School.

disk is entitled MUSIC SYS49152. A little

Durham Street in Mount Fores), on the 3rd

gremlin caused an error in the SYS# on

liip to Trinidad in February is on or off. If

Wednesday of the month at 7:30 p.m. Con

page 59 of the November issue of TPUG

it's on, we're going Carnival Week: i.e. mid-

tact BobTokarsky, President. 519-323-1922.

Magazine.

Trinidad Trip!
By the time you read this, we'll know if the

February. More news next time.

A short time ago you published some code to provide dollars and cenls from a floating point variable. Here is a more concise version.
Note the use of abbreviated keywords in line 20: tH' for THEN, and lreT" for RETURN.
-O :reT

20

25 n=in-fc<n*100+.5>/100+.001:n*=

,len<n$>-i>:return

Robert Squirrel]
Oshawa
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1541 PROBLEMS And How To Solve Them
Ian A. Wright

5. (Qj Write-protect tabs are provided with disks

alignment disks are available for the 1541

Toronto, ON

— whv do so few people use them?

drive. These disks have a pattern on them

It lias been estimated that over 90% of the

(A) The answer lies in an oversight by the

buyers of new Commodore systems acquire

original engineers who didn't put into ROM

a disk drive and most of these drives are
1541's. The 1541 is the cheapest disk drive

an instruction to re-set on a write protect

called a "cats-eye", which is used to per

fectly align a disk, and is the only accurate
way of aligning a disk drive."

error. If you try to write to u disk with a tab
and get an error message, re-set the drive

The major reason that a 1541 drive goes

available from an original manufacturer,

but unfortunately, while the price is right,

by switching it off and on again or by typing

involved in the positioning of the read/write
head are cheap. The stepper motor (which

the quality has been erratic.
We have all heard the horror stories of
1541 owners who are on their third 1541

drive — they really do exist. However, there
are many more 1541 owners who have had
trouble with their drive overheating and

becoming misaligned or gradually drift
ing out of alignment; this in turn has caused
read errors and scrambled directories. Let's
look at this matter using information gath
ered from various BBS's, club discussions,
newsletters

and

many

other

sources.

During any question period at club meet
ings the same set of questions seem to

in immediate mode: OPEN 15,8,15,"U:":
CLOSE 1, both of which will re-set the drive.

moves in precise steps —thus the name) is

Most disks do not need the write protect

attached to the head by a steel band passing

tab on (unless you have small children!).

over a pulley. These parts are designed to

6. (Qj What disks should I buy?

(A) The best answer is to buy the best ones
that you can afford because it is generally

error is read, the drive head

buy some high quality (expensive) disks

that are "verified" to backup your favour

head against the stop that deteriorates the

7. (Qj What is the disk ID?

drive-head alignment. Each time you header
a disk, the head smacks against the stop

/. (Qj Can I double-side my disks?

disk should have its own ID so that the
drive cannot get confused and continue to

(A) Yes, as long as you do not care if the

write on another disk by mistake.

data is lost from that disk because you have

(A) No. TPUG'S disks are 4040 format which
are NOT write-compatible with 1541 disk
drives (although they are read-compatible).
Don't write on any one else's disk — instead,
you should copy the material onto one of
your own disks, on your own drive unit.

is thumped repeatedly...

ite (expensive) programs.

the drive what disk it is working on. Each

2. (Qj Can I write on my TPUC disks?

stop and it is the constant knocking of the

...each time a copy-protection

(A) This is a two-character code that tells

increase geometrically with time and use.

re-sets itself il bangs against a bumper or

that you gel what you pay for. 1 suggest you

ering some basic information again.

rial stored on a two-sided disk seem to

be attached "flexibly". Each time the head

true in disks, as with other merchandise,

re-occur so let's first clear the stage by cov

a backup. Your chances of losing [he male-

out of alignment is that the mechanics

Many of these questions are not covered in
the 1541 User's Guide or in any recent
reference. It is important that you are aware
of 1541 disk drive issues, because this
machine is your link to large-scale data
storage.

If your 1541 is an early model it may be
subject to overheating because of the design
of the early circuit boards. The internal
heat was not sufficiently dissipated and it
was possible for some of the chips on the

many times. Similarly, each time a copy
protection error is read, the head is thumiwd
against the stops repeatedly and the read/
write head drifts out of alignment after a
time. The more you use heavily protected

software, the greater the problem.
Your next problem is to know when your

drive needs alignment. The obvious way is
to wait until the drive will not read/write
to your disks, but by this time you will have
accumulated a number of disks that you

may never be able to read again!
The fact that the head drifts at different
rates on different machines can produce
some interesting errors when you try to
trade TPUG programs with your friends.

board to break down. The only sure cure

The program you saved on their disk irom

seems to be the addition of a tiny low speed

your 1541 will not load from their drive

fan and I have seen these advertised in
U.S. magazines for about $30.00. To make a

unit and subsequently all of the other pro

good job of it, the fan should blow only

You are in big trouble. You can try shrug

spins, gently dose the drive door. If this is

filtered air gently into the drive unit.

ging it off by explaining that track separa

not the answer you may have a bad disk or

A number of 1541 problems have been asso

tion is 1/100 of an inch, so your alignment
must be very accurate to be sure of com-

3. (Qj Why does the drive sometimes re/use to
read my own disks?
(A) Try to centre the disk in the drive by

starling I he load and then, as the motor

an alignment problem —read on.

ciated with the drive going out of alignment.

4. (Qj What does a file with a "'"mean?

I have read some detailed explanations of

(A) This is an improperly closed file and a

short-fused disaster. You must "COLLECT"
or "VALIDATE" the disk before you write
on it again — i.e. immediately! See the User's
Guide for instructions on how to do this. It
collecting doesn't work you must use a copy
program to transfer the material to a fresh
disk and re-l'ormat the original as a new

disk to wipe it clean.
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how to re-align your drive head, but I still

believe this is a job for a professional. Just

grams on their disk become a jumbled mess.

patability. You might wish to enlist in the
armed services.

will void the warranty —not to mention

To determine your drive's performance
you need one standard disk and program.
One obvious answer is to use the 1541

that you may do other damage at the same

TEST/DEMO disk that was included with

opening the case of your 1541, for example,

time. Speaking of professional alignment,

I came across some useful information pre
sented by Ray Cadorin in the Vancouver
Commodore Computer Club NEWS. Ac

cording to Cadorin,"... industry-standard

your drive. The program called Performance

Test on that disk is a good start, but it writes
as well as reads the disk. You can add this
read-only routine to your disk to check the
alignment of each track:

110

FT=1

op-en the error and a. random -file
set the -first and las* tracks to

> :LT=3

set string
139

value

to lock-read a. 256

140

T*=LT*:GOSUB508

check

159

PRINT#i5,"Ul :".?3;8.;FT.
T*=FT*:GOSUB500
LT=LT-1:IFLT>1THEN120

block-read track
decrement

the

CLOSES:CLOSE15:END

shut

-3.11

PRINT "READING

screen

160
170

5©0

get

520

print

530

IF

NU<2

THEN

RETURN

540

PRINT:PRINT"DRIVE

550

GOTO

prompt

the errorerrors

status

FAILURE'!

:

block

1

status
down

510

byte

status

check

TRRCK :

channel
#1 and #3!

oops

OK?

—

. . .

last

-files
o-f

track

and

track

otuit
he i no* r-€rz»:i

messages
to

yes

screen

—

go on

that's a. Boo

Boo

IS©

Steven Niers of the Windsor PET Users

"user" disk command, and is used here to

Group originally wrote this program and I

thai the head "chatters" more than it used

check the contents of each track.

to, or the error light Hashes frequently when

have modified and added notations to it.

The purpose of this exercise is to have a

loading programs, you can run this disk

The "Ul" command is similar to the "B-R"

standard against which you can measure
any deterioration of your drive. Most peo

through the drive and determine if it is
time to have the heads re-aligned by a

ple will find that their drive will last for
years without error —some heavy users

professional. One software developer has

should include a monthly check as part of

need it or not. He says it's cheap insurance
and I agree with him. TPUG

or BLOCK-READ command except that it
reads an entire 256 byte block of informa
tion into the the buffer by forcing the bufferpointer to 255. This is an example of a

their maintenance program. If you find

his drives checked each year whether they

MAIO CUMMIN ONI SUP
mil..

5PRYTEBYTER makes sprite design simple and fasr! 60 commands
give you roral control or maximum efficiency. The fanrasric rum
command generores a series of rorared sprires for animation! Movie
mode for animated review. Creares as many as 184 sprires in a single fileIncludes THE GAME MAKER ro add your sprires io o basic program!

FOR THE DESIGNER IN ALL OF US ..

Commodore 64*
'Commodore 64 regitfered rrodemari*
of Commodore Dosinesi Machines Inc

... 5PRYTEDYTER

MICROTECHNIC

OLUTIONSM

B&RENTERPRISESINC.

Dealer Availability
Call (705) 437-3187

Disk S34.95 USA Funds
S49.95 Canadian

1 0% discount for TPUG MEMBERS . .

PEFFERLAW,ONT. LOE 1 NO
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STEP ONE

STEP ONE

The Complete Computer Course

Whiz Kids Educational Computer Centres, Inc. has delivered what every new
computer user has been waiting for. A complete computer course for the beginner
or non-user of any age. The STEP ONE kit consists of a manual and a program

disk, conveniently packaged in a durable case.
Designed for use with the Commodore 64™, STEP ONE provides:
• a complete computer course designed for all ages (in fact, the same course
taught to hundreds of satisfied adults and children)

• an introduction the computer language known as BASIC (the manual and the
disk are skilfully combined in an on-screen presentation of fundamental
programming)

• a great teaching aid in school (benefits the teacher and student alike by
encouraging computer literacy)

• aprogram disk with 10 programs plus a word processor (the word processor is
amazing in its simplicity — will allow teachers and students to prepare
assignments, lectures and reports)
• a bonus entertainment program designed to reinforce computer skills and allow

participation by more than one person (exciting games such as "maze",
"hangman", "mastermind" and more)
STEP ONE $39.95

Butterfield's
Machine

Anatomy of
a 1541

VIC
Revealed

Language

$17.95

$27.95

$18.95

Consultant

Boss
Joystick

Joystick

Kraft

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded

Programmers
Reference
Guide

Vic 20 $19.95
C64
$24.95

Pal 64

Easyscript

PaperClip

$99.95
$14.95
Home
Organizer
Series

With SpellPack

$149.95

Ribbons
1525
1526

$12.95
$14.95

4023

$14.95

Spirit 80 $14.95

$124.95

$23.95

Memorex

BASF

Disks.

SSDD
in hard box

(Special)
SSDD
$27.95/10

$33.90

C10 Tapes
$1.00 ea.
C20 Tapes
$1.25ea.
Cassette
boxes .25 ea.

a-ECROTliO 2001 LTD.
Name _

NET
WORTH

$99.95

$12.95

$14.95
$14.95

8023

$69.95
Cassettes

801
802

• Recipes
• Audfo/ Video
Catalogue
• Stamps
■Mall List
Electronic Address

Book

4022

$1295

MX80

$12.95
$12.95

RX80

Missing Key

• Home Inventory

$39.95

$39.95

ELECnOfliO 2001 LTD.

Address

5529 Yonge Street, Willowdale, Ontario M2N 5S3
Tel: (416) 223-8400

D Check or money order enclosed a Visa GMasterCharge D Amercan Express

Note: All prices in Canadian Funds. Phone and mall orders welcome.
Ontario residents add 7% sales tax.
Add 5% for shipping (minimum charge $2.00)

Accl.#

Exp.

Dale

Signature

10% off on advertised products

CREATING COMPUTER MUSIC
Michael Quigley
Vancouver, BC
Some time ago, I wrote toa friend of mine who has a small business

selling records, [suggested to him thai he could make good use of a
wort! processing system like mine to keep up-to-date lists of all his
albums. He wrote back, saying "Thanks for the suggestion, bui I
already have a "word processor". It's called a 'typewriter' and it cost
me $150."

My friend's response is not unlike my own attitude to creating
music with your computer, which is: "Why bother?" Most people
who can afford a computer with all the attendant peripheral hard

ware probably already have a musical instrument of some kind,
like a piano or guitar.

Although the Commodore M is highly touted as a musical instrument,
especially in its TV commercials, creating music with il is not an
easy task. One of the main impediments is the fact thai the Music
Note Value tables in the 6V User's Guide (Appendix M. pp. 152-4)
and Programmer's Reference Guide (Appendix K, pp. !5H-l-:iH7) are

completely different! No one has yel been able to explain to me
why this is so. (The User's Guide values seem to work better, by the
way.)

There are basically three kinds of music which can be treated on
youi- computer: pieces by other composers which you arrange,
pieces of your own and music which the computer makes up.

The first variety, arrangements of other composers' music, is a
novelty which wears out very fast. When I bought a VIC 20 a
couple of years hack, one of the first things 1 got for it was a music
composing program. 1 used it to arrange a few pieces until I
realized that there was little point to what I was doing, other than

demonstrating my computer's "amazing" abilities. The fact that
only three voices were available imposed severe limits, though I
did make a transcription of the first twenty bars or so of Stravinsky's

My third category, where the computer makes its own music, you

might say is an anomaly, since the computer can't create music any

more than it can serve you breakfast in bed. It has to beprogrammed
to do something. Most attempts in this area fall into the category of
random music. This usually sounds like "stereotyped 20th century
electronic music", a fancy way of saying "garbage".

There is one area here I'm surprised no one I know ol has investigated.
This is twelve-tone music, first popularized by Arnold Schoenberg,
who lived from 1874 to 1951. Schoenberg's system was based on the
fact that in each musical octave (say, between one note A and the
next A above) there are twelve unique tones. These notes can be
arranged in any order, which then form a "row". This row is then
inverted, so that if the distance between the first two notes is
originally three notes up. in the inversion the second note will be
three notes down from the first, and so forth. Both the basic row
and inversion can he read forwards and backwards, making a tolal
of four rows.

This would seem to be ideal "computer music", for the computer
could not only choose the basic material for the piece, but choose
all the oilier parameters like tempo, volume, duration of rests, and
so forth. Unfortunately, one attempt I made in this direction
sounded like the "typical 20th century music" mentioned above.
(A copy of this VIC 20 program, called TWELVE-TONE MUSIC
has

been submitted to the Tl'lKi library.)

In their time, Schoenberg's own creations earned a great deal of
abuse for what people considered their ugly, mechanical sounds
and are still unpopular today, some sixty years later. Only certain
of his contemporaries were able to organize their twelve-tone
material so that it sounded more like music.

In oilier words, the human touch is somelhing which music can't
do without. TPUC

Rile ofSpring, just to prove il was possible.
As far a.s the C-64 goes, there are some impressive public domain

programs, such as Pachelbel's Canon and Bach's "Little" Fugue,
showing what the C-6'l is capable of doing musically— each of
which are over 25,000 bytes long! Such treat ion is a job for the truly

dedicated —or the truly masochistic. There are also a wide variety

^ P

»n alphabetic order,

ma Pec \ pe f\le, do an
for'insurance.,.

of commercial C-64 programs designed to make music entry an
easy task, which show that some people have a peculiar idea of
what "easy" means.

The ideal facility to help in this regard would be some kind of
keyboard on which you could play or compose music and have it
immediately stored tn the computer. This is similar to a device
used around the turn of the century, a sort of Player piano in

reverse. Famous composers played their pieces on this gizmo,
which punched out not only the notes but dynamics onto a paper

roll that could then be played back, reproducing the composer's.
intentions exactly. Unfortunately, the computer equivalent of this
and the necessary interfaces would probably be so expensive thai it
would be cheaper to buy something like a Moog synthesizer intended
specifically for this purpose.
Creating your own music on the computer, my second variety, has
a pretty limited audience, though it should be pointed out in this

diatribe that the educational, as opposed to artistic, field of com
puter music creation is one area where a great deal <>i potential
does exist.
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Super Action Software!
DENVER, COLORADO

CYBERWORLD

$3995

This five-screen arcade adventure packs the computer with
intense graphics and sound!

Ynu are a special Cyberleague

agent in a universe full of hostile aliens and vicious robots.
Joystick and keyboard transport vcu through 3-D rooms,
space

barriers,

fleets

of

invaders,

and

warship-ridden

quadrants of space. Over 100 sprites. 8 new character sees,
and dozens of mind-boggling sound effects make up this multilayered

adventure.

Animation,

action,

and

strategy

all

combined into a game so extensive that two disk sides are
lammed with game programs and data!

Reach the ultimate

rank of admiral and you may carve a niche in the permanent
high-score list

A full-size book ouality manual with full-color

covers is included to guide you through your most exciting
game experience

Perplexian Challenger

Qlniijmog's

$29.95

The incredibly responsive three-axis |OysLick control af a

Jump (turn ropes to ladders, dodge plummeting boulders and

$39.95

Real-lime adventure excitement at us besl

Solve countless

Split screen graphics provide

duck under deadly arrows in your quest for sparkling diamonds,

puzzles and slay over a dozen monsters Dy using

3 continuous display of your ship's instrumentation, as well

gleaming bars nf gold. anJ glistening pearls. Wilh joystick in hand

vocabulary of over 200 words

as a three-dimensional, animated view oi space

you must explore forty dauling screens, each a new and exciting

space fighter is in vour hands

You. as a pilot, must, utilize lightning f as t, reflexes to destroy

adventure. Take the key ro unlock the doorway 10 your nexi spine-

invading ships, and avoid their return fire Simultaneously, you

unpins level. Hach key restores youT magical powers, allowinn you

must

10 cast over ten different spells. With these magic spells you have the

maneuver

your ship

to

capture

space

debris

that

smooth

3-D

power to overcome vicious creatures, terrifying traps, and perilous

remans from the explosions
Outstanding
rotations,

split

graphics
screens,

features

include

and

most

the

incredible

high-

resolution hyperspace sequence ever nroduced

Programmed

entirely in

machine

language,

this action-

fill the

professional features
self-demo,

high

provisions lor 1 to 4 players

you

score

expect are included

retention,

pause,

and

Acid to this, features you don't

e'pect like easy-loading, and music during the load Perplexian
Challenger is a game that brings the arcade eioerience to your
home.

await you with over 80 areas, each lully described in Old English
scrip:

Menacing monslers kniving villains, tattered code Books and

treacherous terrain are jus) a lew o! the situations you must
overcome in your quest torihe thirteen priceless treasures More
than seventy oD;ects are invaluable to you in your search lor glory

ana wealth1

Your Wizard is realistically animated in evcrv possible direction.
Dozens of movements are possible — jump over burning fires,

strategy game is guaranteed to blow you away
automatic

plunges.

ihe huge

Two challenging dilficutty levels

shimmy up or down ropes and ladders, even slip down treacherous
sliding staircases! Magic portals move your Wi:arJ thrnugh midair

and protect you from a myriad of fully-animated fiendish monsters.
Caich an eli-vamr to the top of ihr screen an.f dart through sliding
gates in your quest for magic and treasure.

A lull-sue, thoroughly iilustraied manual is included Feaiunng
color from and back
1 extra

book quality, and a fold-out map. this

further extends the professionalism of this game

adventurers m Gcthmog S Lair
I have e»treme!yen|OyedGothmog sLair. and plan lo buy more
adventure games

Scott Tulman

Wizard's fascinating variety of screens are sure to please and

Memphis. TN

entertain, and of course you can build an unlimited number of your
own levels using the construction set provided with your game.

The

following are quotes from unsolicited lestimonials senl lo us by

Goihmog s Lai< is the besl adventure I ve evei played
Dennis Manochio jr

Saratoga CA

^PROFESSOR «**
An in-depth self-luliirinl for Ihe Commodore 64 on a Iwo-

sidpd disk.

This menu-driven tutorial coven every aspect

of your C-64—BASIC, keyboard, sound, music. simpl« and
advanced graphics.
ihe end iif many

Quizzes lesl

leBSDMl

your comprehension al

On-st:reen illustrations, snund

eflects ami full-color interact JVC graphics makp limrnuiK
easy and inlereslinS. The PROFESSOR is your ONLY choice
for .in iill-in-nne. ihnrough tulciri.il nbiilll Ihe Ciimmudure G4!

Supershipper 64

Supershipper Accounting

A complete multi-printer shipping system which ope rales

The uccDunllnjt supplement in the Supershfpper 64. i'nnis

un ihe inexpensive Cummudore K4. Offers nil lha features

BlHlsmenls. tmnlt depusils. pnsi due Hcuuunls •mil dully ur

i>f mure expensive, more cumbersume business soft ware a! o

monlhly sales re purls. Breaks dim n sales cnmmisainns ,iml

low, low price.

entry.

Full-screen, full-cursor editing un .ill d.ii.i

Prints invoices, C.O.D. lags, mrtilins; and shipping

labels. -Sorts your customer list aphabelinnlly.by til y state

ur l>y satespereun. Keeps uomplate records cif nil invuices
iind accuunls on disk — up In flOt) HCcounls per disk! Auln-

mnllc L«i:kups, [inuluii e:hiiri«. ,md many ulher fealures
,irc alstl mi.luili'it.

Progressive Peripherals & Software
2186 South Holly, Suite #2, Denver, Colorado BO222

prims .ill

customer's

pasl

Iranauistlims.

Abu provides

inventury am (ml fcir up l*i 20Oiliffprent producls. Theunly
way In fully eumpuleriae yciur business!

Supershipper 64

599.95

Supershipper Accounting

S79.95

Call for more information or a dealer near you.
LEX: B88837

(3D3) 753-5713

[303) 757-OB3Q

nf^

TWX: 9109971314

20% DISCOUNT FOR ALL TPUG MEMBERS
... experience the XETEC family of printer interfaces
Available in three models — the SPI, SPI/B, GPI — These models feature a five year
warranty, complete user's manual with software examples, command channels, an
internal micro processor for maximum speed and intelligence, and an internal 2K
buffer to allow more computing time (not included in the SPI). These models inter
face Centronics parallel compatible printers with the VIC 20, C-64 and SX-64 serial
bus.

GPI features:

SPI-SPI/B features:
2K buffer (SPI/B only)

Graphic printer interface

Centronics compatible

Centronics compatible

10 printing modes

Standard 2K buffer

10 additional commands

7 printing modes

4 user-accessable switches

22 additional commands

CORRESPONDENCE QUALITY on the Gemini,

Supports more than 21 printers

Delta, Epson and Panasonic printers

6 user-accessable switches
54 SECOND hi-res screen dump

100% COMPATIBLE with software written

SPI-S89.95 . . SP1/B-S99.95 . . SGI-S129.95

for the VIC 1525 printer

Take out line available at finer software stores everywhere.
Exclusively distributed in Canada by

B&R Enterprises Inc.
Pefferlaw Ont. L0E 1N0

(705) 437-3187

Ontario Residents add 1% P.S.T.

order direct, immediate delivery

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Circle No. 32 on Reader Sorvico Card.

TPUG COMAL Course: Part Seven
Borge Christensen
'Fonder, Denmark
This is the seventh ami last instalment of our seties introducing the COMAL language. This month Borge Christensen presents a method
for controlling the movement of the sprites created in earlier instalments, a discussion of the CASK statement, and an intriguing method for
'hiding' COMAL routines while keeping them active in memory.

7. CALLING DELTA CONTROL
If you have been Following this series you now have four different sprite definitions slored on disk or tape: 'UP DELTA*, "RT
DELTA', 'DN DELTA1 and XT DELTA". Let's .start by checking them out.

Clear ihe workspace and the screen and type in the following:

SETGRAPHIC

O

HIDETURTLE
//

DIM

NAME*<0=3>

DIM

THISSPRITE*

OF

10

OF

64

//

NAME*(O):= "UP DELTA"
NAME* <1):="RT

DELTA"

NAME* < 2):="DN

DELTA"

NAME*(3>r="LT

DELTA"

//
PROC

LOADSPRITE(NO)

OPEN

FILE

3,NAME*(NO),READ

READ

FILE

3:

THISSPRITE*

CLOSE

DEFINE NO,THISSPRITE*
ENDPROC

LOADSPRITE

//
PROC

SHOWSPRITE(NO)

ACTING: =O
IDENTIFY

ACTING,NO

SPRITEPOS

ENDPROC

ACTING,1OO,100

SHOWSPRITE

". . . HIDETURTLE . . ."

Note: If you are using a tape recorder, lines 130-140 must be changed into:
130 OPEN FILE 3,NAMEJ{NO),UNIT LREAD
140 INPUT FILE 3: THISSPRITES

The four files with delta wingdelin it ions should be stored as a queue at the beginning of the tape in the order they were listed above.
Type RI'N and watch the computer switch to graphics mode with the cursor silling al the top left corner of the screen. Enter the
command:
LOADSPKITE(O)

The cursor returns when the sprite has finished loading. Now type:

SHOWSPRITE{0)
A delta wing headed upward is displayed at position < 100.100).
To see the oilier three delta wings, type:

FOR NO=1 TO 3 DO LOADSPRITE(NO); SHOWSPRITE(NO)
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Let us take a closer look at some of the statements in the program:
The turtle is not shown.

HIDETURTLE

marketplace

NAMES is an array of strings.

It may hold four strings,

DIM NAME$(0:S)OF 10

— indexed 0-3. each of length 10.

* RENT or BUY •

A sequential file is opened, its

name is given by a component of
NAMEJ, its channel no. is li.

OPEN FILE 3,NAMES(NOJ,READ

A sprite's definition is loaded

SOFTWARE

• EOUC. GAMES, BUS., UTILITIES
BUYERS1 CAT. FREE

into THISSPRITES from the file

READFILE3:THISSPRITES

just opened.

The tile is closed.

CLOSE

Remove SI IOWSPRITE from your workspace by typing DEL 190-240.

• RENTAL HEM. & LISTINGS -$ 15
• VISA — M/C — DO
ROCKY MTN. FLOPPIES
BOX 810
BUIRMORE , ALTA.
TOK 0E0

Then type AUTO 190 and! enter the following lines:

PROC

GETWINGS

FOR

I:=O TO

ENDPROC
PROC

3

DO LOADSPRITE(I)

GETWINGS

START

X:=1OO;

Y:=1OO;

NO:

ACTING:=0
IDENTIFY

ACTING,NO

SPRITECOLOR

ACTING, 7

SPRITEPQS ACTING,X, Y
ENDPROC
PROC

START

NO

WHEN

0

WHEN

1

WHEN

2

COMPUTER RENTALS
-1541 Alignment $39.00

— MSD Drives available

— Rentals, Sales, Service &
Repairs to Commodore
—We buy trade & sell used
Commodore computers

OF

COMPUTER RENTALS
250 Consumers Rd., Suite 101,
Willowdale, ON M2J 4V6
Tel#: (416)495-0035

Ys-10
WHEN

C

64

Computers

FD

CASE

C
64

3

Xs-lO
ENDCASE

SPRITEPOS
ENDPROC
PROC

ACTING,X, Y

FD

LT

N0:=(N0+3)

MOD

4

IDENTIFY ACTING,NO
SPRITECOLOR ACTING, 7
ENDPROC

LT

CLEAROUT SPECIALS
ForC-64
Introduction to BASIC,
Parti

$29,95

Slam Ball

$19.95

{Synapse Software)
Hard Hat Mack

$29.95

(Electronic Arts)

PROC

RT

IDENTIFY

RT

MOD

4

ACTING,NO

SPRITECOLOR

ENDPROC

$29.95

Worms

NO: = (NO-t-l>

ACTING, 7

(Electronic Arts)

Electronics 2001

5529 Yonge St. Willowdale, ON
M2N5S3

(416)223-8400
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Type RUN. Then useGETWINGS to loud the lour sprites, and START to initialize the delta wing command system. Play around
with the delta wings by using commands like the following:
FD;FD;FD
K 1

FD;FD;ED

RT;FD;FD
I.T
FOR 1=1 TO 10DOFD

START
FOR 1-1 TO 10 DO FU;FD;FD;RT

IMPORTANT NOTE: If you happen to introduce an error during the session, you will have to restore the delta wing command

system by typing RUN' and START.

By the way, are you aware thai you have just written your own interpreter! Belter save it by using:

SAVE 'DELTA CONTROL1

on tape: SAVE 'DELTA COM ROI.M

In procedure ED we have introduced the CASK structure. This is what il looks like in general:
CASK <case selector> OF
WHEN <list of expressions>

<lisi of statements^
WII EN <li.st of ex press ion s>

<list of statements^
OTHERWISE
<list of statements^
ENDCASE
The <case selector> is an expression ol either numeric or string type. Each expression on the list following a WHEN must beol the
saint' type as the case selector. You can have as many WHEN statements as you wish in a CASE structure. If an expression on a
WI I EN list has the same value as the case selector. its<list of statements> is executed, and the interpreter (hen goes on with the first
statement following ENDCASE. If more than one list contains an expression wliose value matches Mint of the case selector, only the
Statements affiliated with the first of these lisls are executed.

By using the OTHERWISE slatemen!. a default case may be introduced, lo be executed if no matching expression is found on the
WI I EN lists. It is importaiil lo note that if no matching expression is found and no default cast' is provided, the program is slopped
with an error message.

The multiway branching CASE structure can lie replaced by an extended IF-ENDIF branching. Thus the body of FD may also be
programmed like this:

0320

//

0330

IF NO-0

0340

Ys + 10

0350
0360
0370

0380
0390
0400

ELIF

THEN

NO=1

THEN

Xs+10
ELIF

NQ=2

THEN

Ys-10

ELIF

N0=3

THEN

Ys-10

0410

END IF

0420

SPRITEPQS

ACTING,X,Y

The keyword El,IF is a contraction of ELSE IE. If this structure is used, the ELSE.clause would take over the pan of the default case.
Normally you would use the CASE structure if you have arithmetic or string expressions controlling the slruclure, and the
IF-ELIF-ELSE-ENDIF structure il Boolean expressions are used, but sometimes the choice is merely a mere mailer of luste.
Suggested extensions lo DELTA CONTROL: Design and enter procedures HUP, HRT, HDN. and HLT to set the delta wing
heading upwards, (o the right, downward and lo the left, respectively. You could also introduce a kind of 'chessboard' for the wings
to move on. One move forward in any direction should correspond to a 'draw' on the board. As it is, each move of a wing is set to 10
pixels. You may have to change that in procedure FD in order to make il compatible with your board.
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To prevent the wings from flying off the board, use statements like:
IFX<X'MAXTHEN X:+10

After having finished your "delta wing universe', you can 'hide' it by using the following trick. Insert this statement:
5//

Then use the commands RENUM 9999 and DEL 9999. Now try to LIST - and your program appears to have vanished! However,
by using RUN and START and then some of the delta wing commands, you will discover that it is still acting backstage.
You can save your invisible program' by using the SAVE command, and reload it any time with the LOAD or CHAIN
command —and it remains invisible!

You can now write programs that use the delta wing procedures, and still use the commands LIST, EDIT. DEL. RUN and ENTER,
though not RENUM or NEW. If you want to erase all lines in the visible part of the workspace, simply use DEL-. The SAVE

command can still be used, but it will save both the visible and the invisible part of the workspace. Since LOAD automatically evokes
a NEW. it cannot be used to load subprograms.

You might get some more ideas about extending and using DELTA CONTROL by looking in the book Karel The Robot by Richard
K. Pattis (Wiley 1981). TPUG

A Plug For WHOZITs
lirad Bjorndahl

The main character. Doctor Who, can take

it is; that is, il has another description (but

llramalea

any device from his time travel vehicle ami

perhaps not a function).

There are those who can never get enough

jargon. For such people I will define here a
new computing concept, for which we will,
of course, need a new word. This concept

will, I believe, be extremely useful in the

insert it or fasten it to any other device or
machine and it immediately functions as it
should. He can do this with any machine
built by anyone in this galaxy (or perhaps
our local group of galaxies, Im not sure).

So a WHATZIT exists, but no one can say
exactly what it is (since it is any and every
thing). By contrast, a (true) WHOZIT does

not exist, but it is clear what it is and it will
work with anything. I will not discuss the
IIOWZAT? except to say that it is cur

near future.

rently implemented locally by the ASCII

Let me present some background before
defining my new term. Imagine, if you

■NAK\

can, being thoroughly bored with drawing

...a fish which, when stuffed into

multi-colored, multi-dimensional spheres
with incredibly powerful graphics com

the ear, will translate the speech of

mands, or perhaps being tired of designing

any other being in the iniverse...

and simulating yet another set of micro
instructions for the latest generation of

microprocessors. Instead, in desperation,

Very simply, a W1IOZIT is a GIZMO that

you develop a yearning ta put your hands

will operate with any WHATZIT.

on some real hardware; to get some silicone grease under your fingernails; to jam

The best example of a WHOZIT is given

little chip leads into little chip sockets; to

in another British radio/television series,

solder and wire-wrap until your eyes feel

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. This

like boiled onions.

show introduced a fish which, when stuffed
into the ear, will translate the speech from
any other being in the universe so that the

So off you grope through your junk box
and what should you find but a speech

user can understand. This is truly wonderful,
but I think that the sweetest aspect of this

synthesizer! It is, of course, the latest model.
It is, in fact, a WHOZIT. AWHOZITisa

for us is that —since we have two ears and

device that is plug-compatible with every

thing. You lake this speech-synthesizer and
plug it into the nearest available board,
placing it close to its controller because old

habits die hard; and after wiring il up and
programming (he controller, it talks to you.
Well, of course it works-it's a WHOZIT.

only one fish is necessary — we have a com
The term WHOZIT is in the same cate
gory as, but must not be confused with, the

terms WHATZIT and HOWZATK Now,
like GIZMO, WHATZIT means 'thing.
But lei's be very careful here. A GIZMO is

plete ear available for any other function
that we desire. Think of those poor beings

with one ear, or even those with ho ears!
Where do they stuff their fish? The fish
(being a WHOZIT) can be Stuffed anywhere,
and will work.

The name WHOZIT I take from the Brit

a 'thing that has a function', even if the

ish television series Doctor Who.

Those

function is not known or is inexpressible.

Now you have it: the WHOZIT, a Univer

who have seen the show know what I mean.

Everything is a WHATZIT but is also what

sal Plug-compatible GIZMO! TPUG
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Switching 1541 Device Numbers
Elizabeth Deal

Malvern, PA

switch which now comes out of the box.
Flip a switch one way, it's device #8; the

Other way, it's device #9. Now reset the
drive and you're all set. It's handy and it's

A SEMI-PERMANENT 1541
DEVICE NUMBER CHANGE
When you decide to change a 1541 device
number via hardware, you may want to
consider as an alternative a not-so-permanenl change. The problem with a true
device number change is thai when drive

#8 decides to go out of whack you may not
be able to use the programs that LOAD
from device £8 until the fix. Very few com

flexible. When the #8 decides to bite the

dust. 1 won't be stuck with #9 forever. A big
thank-you to Mr. Powell for his superb
instructions.
By the way. attaching a switch is tricky.
The wires go onto two tiny flat surfaces.
There are no hooks. You risk connecting

the gap you just cut. and you risk a cold
solder connection. It's like brain micro

surgery: it has got lo be right the first lime!

mercial programs actually check what device
you're using—most assume #8. This can
mean BIG trouble.

This article shouldn't be (hut may be) sys
tem specific The tail end discusses KERNAL
2 and 3. Currently 1 use KERNAL 15 ROMs

in the C-64, one white 1541, short board.
ROM set #!>. one brown 1541CR (CDStreduction), short board, ROM set #5. Inci
dentally, I switched to supposedly 4040compatible #:") ROMs just recently and
unfortunately have no idea how all this
behaves in ROM #:l or ROM #4 (if #4

existed). This article also applies to the
Commodore 264, an early version of PLUS
■1, not a production model. Things may
change.

BACKGROUND
The March 1984 issue of TPUC Magazine
had a wonderful set of super-clear instruc

tions for changing device numbers of the

disk drive, written by Dave Powell. With
tin's calibre of instructions, the project was

So practise, and practise again, and then

(as the photographers do) hold your breath
lor the idea, if you damage the drive. Con
sidering (hat the switch costs Hi) cents, it's

surprising that Commodore did not build
one in.

This is not the case with the PLUS 1/Comniodore

It) computer. Here, the story is

complicated. If the true device #8 is closes!

to the computer. If the true device #8 is
closest to the computer the PLUS 4/Commodore Hi will crash about 90% of the time.

On the other hand, if the "switchable" device
#8 is closest to the computer, the PLUS
4/Commdore l(> does not crash, but there
are no clear priorities: the programs might

come from either drive.

HOW TO RESET THE DRIVE
The simplest (and the recommended) way
is to power it up with the switch in a posi
tion you want. There is little reason to
that story. TPUC

Kxaclo-knile will do the job. II you scrape,

saw or drill the box, be especially careful:
using a wet rag. keep removing the dust

and pieces as soon as they form. If you

don't, the grime will find its way to the disk
area and cause problems later.

USING THE SETUP
Normally you decide on the drive number

DISKALIGNER
FOR YOUR I Ml DISK DRIVE!

In less than ;m hour, wilh jusl a Phillips screw
driver and the DISKALIGNER Disk, you run
[nil you] 1541 back on line, perfectly realigned!

as you unii (he computer on. The system

S29.95Cdn.

takes care of itself quite nicely. But don't
try to flip the device number and expect it

(Ontario Kcsiilcii is ude!7'r Provincial Sales Tax)

forgo! this last link for a while, and was
When you do things right, everything works
like a charm. You can use device #8 or #9.

To make device. #9. the circle closest to the
front of the drive needs to be cut, just as

When either one is turned off, the other

Mr. Powell suggested. Use a damp Q-Tip

to remove all the solder. Don't blow it

can be used. If you try to talk to a turned*
off device, you get a DEVICE NOT PRES

around.

ENT error. All as it should be.

ABUSING THE SYSTEM
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you out.

switch devices on the fly. Hence the end of

lather puzzled at the resulting confusion.

I was it hit reluctant to make the change

that a mistake in switching will not wipe

is simple in theory: make a hole and fil it
through. The plastic box is fairly soft — an

lo work without resetting. I have to admit I

permanent, so we attached two wires and a

meaningless, of course, but it's nice to know

Carrying the switch outside the drive box

device change. I couldn't make any sense
OUi of the CBM instructions. No wonder

A SWITCHING DEVICE NUMBER

ing priority. If thai drive is empty, the
other one takes over. Error messages are

and do it. Good luck: and don't blame me

a snap! I desperately wanted a hardware

— I've got the short board!

with the drive closest to the computer tak

The C-64 works well. Surprisingly, even if

you have two devices numbered #8, it no
longer crashes. It's mixed up. bur it works,

S24.95U.S.

G.R.Q Marketing Ltd.
P.O. Box 197;
Thomhill, Ontario
L.'fT 3N3

In the Toronto area DISKALIGNER

may be purchased at Electronics 2001
5529 Yonge St., Willowdale. Ontario
M2N5S3 (416)223-8400

Introducing The Gold Disk* Subscription Series

SOPHISTICATED
SOFTWARE
FOR LESS
In the months ahead, the feature
programs include an Assembler. Word

The Gold Disk is a brand new
way to get even more out of your
Commodore 648, because now, you
can get all the programs you want
and need at unbelievably low cost.
Even1 month, subscribers to the
Gold Disk will receive a disk that

Processor, Information Management
System. Micro Forth, Debugger, etc.
Plus a great many other educational
and entertaining programs.
To begin your subscription
simply fill in the coupon below.
The Gold Disk - all the programs
you need at subscription prices.

contains a feature program that in
itself, is worth the price of the
subscription. In addition there are
tutorials, games, a programming
puzzle, music, sound effects, pro
grammers'corner on each disk. A
wealth of quality software for less
than S10.

Subscribe Now. This is a special
introductory offer and prices are in
effect until December 31/84.

Our Premier Issue — December
includes:

■ A complete data base system

■ Home finance program and tutorial
■ Learning Basic - Part I - tutorial
■ 2 Arcade Action games with full
3D graphics
■ Music of the month
■ Graphics of the month
■ Puzzle of the month
■ Sound effects with source code
■ Programmer's corner
and more
'TraJtmarkptndiriK

■Cii mm-Jure S4 naregKh.-n.iJtiaili.'fTMrkiit Cnrnnvni.iri-JiinincssMathin

The

GOLD

DISK

THE GOLD DISK SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE
2179 Dunwin Drive, #6, Mississauga. Ontario, Canada L5L 1X2

YES, please send the Gold Disk for
D
6 months @ $70.00 + $6.00 shipping & handling
D 12 months @ $127.00 plus $12.00 shipping & handling

Orders out of North America add §4.00 per issue. Newsstand price per

issue is $14.95. Payment must accompany all orders. Allow 4 to 6 weeks
for subscription start.

Add ress

Nami'

City _

_j Check or money order enclosed
Acct *

Code

. State: Prov.

D Visa

Exp. Date

□ Mastercharge

□ American Express
Signature

All price, quoted arc in Canadian Funds. Ontario residents add 1r< sales [ax.

Menu-Handling Subroutines
John Easton
Toronto. ON
The last part of this article {TPUG Magazine, December 1984 issue) did not include the Following Listing, which makes up an
integral part of the DIRKC.TORY program. These are subroutines tailed by that program from lines 1010 and 1070, which place

your DIRECTORY, HELP SCREEN and INFORMATION MF.Nf on the screen. TPUG

18000 REM ******** MflIN MENU **********
10001 REM *****************************
10910 PRINT

CL*

10020

PRINT

LN$

10030

PRINT

TRBC10VINFORMRTION

DIRECTORV

10343 PRINT

"

CRVS3"

10050 PRINT

"

CRVSJ

1.CRVS/OFF3

Help"

10060 PRINT

"

ERVS3

2,CRVS/OFF3

General

10070 PRINT

"

ERVS1

3.CRVS/0FF3

Games"

"

LN*
Information"

10080
10090

:

"and

10091

:

"in

so

on

-this

-

up

"to

which

12

is

about

maximum

-format

10100
10160 PRINT

"

CRVS312.CRVS/OFF3

10170 PRINT
10180 PRINT

"
"

CRVS3
CRVS3

>

Bibliographies

Please select
or select

"

a topic 1 to 12 <
0
to Exit

"

10190 RETURN
10200

■

:

■

"

20000

REM

********* HELP

MENU

20001

REM

*****##*#*#*##***************#

20810

PRINT

CL*

20028 PRINT
28030 PRINT

LN*

-

-

.

**********

TfiB<18)"HELP-

PRINT

"

CRVSr1

PRINT
28060 PRINT
28070 PRINT

"
"

CRVS3
CRVS3

1.CRVS/OFF3
2.TRVS/OFF3

Purpose o-f this Program"
Rules o-f Operation"

"

CRVS3

3-CRVS/OFF3

Input Values"

20040
20050

20088
20090

LN*

■

:

"and

so

on

- up

to

12

20108
20168 PRINT
20170 PRINT

"
"

PRINT

"

20188

CRVS312.CRVS/OFF3 Data Format"
CRVS3 > Please select a topic 1

CRVS1

or select

0

to 12
to Exit

20196 RETURN
20200
30000 REM ******

30001

30802
38803
30004

30085
30006

INFORMflTION MENU ******
REM ******************************
"This menu is generally a repeat o-f the previous
"one. Retain a similar screen -format, mith prompts
"in similar spots. For this example, we'll presume
"that only S menu choices ar-& required, so that our
"prompt lines will only go up to 8.

30887

30178 PRINT
30180 PRINT
30190

RETURN
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VT*<22>
"

CRVS3

CRVSD > Please select a topic
or select
8
to Exit

1

to 8 <

BUYER BEWARE!
computer owners is incompatibility. I'rod-

people (yes, even me, once in a while!) like
to plunge right iii and create music or design

licIs made by the computer company tend

sprites or whatever else without knowing

to work pretty well together . . . well, sort
of. When you start buying second-party
software, and hardware like printers, mo

what the heck they are really doing.

One ol the biggest areas of concern for

Markjacqucs
When I was manning our user group's booth
at a computer fair last year, I was approached
by an elderly gentleman. He said, "I just

bought this Commodore 6-1 and printer.
Now what do I do with it?"

Recently. I had a lot of problems with a
music program even after following the

dems and other plug-ins, then tin1 fun begins.

This surprising question pointed out some
thing that I've noticed lor quite some lime
— that consumer awareness with regard to
computers leaves a lot to be desired.

manual. I phoned a friend who also had it
and he said, "Oh yeah, you have to read in
the 'Addendum' (a fancy word for a list of

Unfortunately, Bunding sales people who
are knowledgeable about what will work
and what won't — especially in storeswhich

mistakes) ... it tells you what to do." And

sell things other than computers — can

Everybody wants to be the first on their

after doing this, my problem was solved!
In this case, it would pay off to read the

make your life even more miserable.

block with a new wonder toy. And who can
blame them, considering the glamorous

There are a couple of cardinal rules to

images of computers depicted in ads, espe

follow when buying something for your
computer. First, ask the salesperson to show

cially on TV?
Computers in real life lend to be a some
what different proposition, We've all suf
fered through wretchedly written, ungratn-

matical manuals full of facts and figures
which make sense only to the person who
wrote them. There are quite a few varieties
ol books available which supposedly explain
how to run the doggone things, bul at $^0-$25

errata list first.
it's quite surprising that there hasn't ap

peared anyone in the world of computers

you thai it works, and with the same combi

similar to Ralph Nader, who earned much

nation of equipment that you have. If they

of his reputation atlacking the Detroit
automakinggiants. Like the auto industry,

don't have the same equipment, then you
might consider bringing your computer lo

computers are a billion-dollar enterprise,

the store and experimenting on your own.

full of user complaints, product failures,

Or else try another store. Remember: one

poor design, and so forth. Despite the fact
that the world of computers is relatively

phrase non-existent in many computer

salespeople's vocabulary is "I don't know."

a crack, collecting these tomes becomes an

Another thing to do is read the manual.

expensive proposition.

This may sound rather obvious, but some

ASTRO POSITIONS
Cast your horoscope
Display and print the
positions of the sun
and stars (one arc se
cond accuracy) and

JyiB

MA m m

fragmented compared to that of cars and
trucks, there certainly is a need for such a
person! TPUG

TAKES THE

frustrations

OUT OF USING YOUR COMPUTER

BY PROVIDING YOU WITH QUALITY ■
"BITS AND PIECES"

TM

Disk Utilities

sector lor errors • Examine contents of a file, block by block in HEX or ASCII
• Modify conienis ol a block • Check whole disk foi enon • Save Disk Utiiinei onto
ditk • SCREEN-DUMP Hi-Res Graphics and Characters to printer using any selected

memory locations - MULTI COLOR SPRITE MAKEa • Ouick program (Machine
language or Basic} transfer to another disk • Provided on diikeiie in a plastic library

case with instruction manual (lor Commodore B4™]

(one arc minute ac

"THE WHOLE BIT" ™ - Word Processing

Pluto) for any date in
history.
Includes User's
Guide, Introduction to
Positional Astronomy
and Introduction to

Classical Astrology.

S29.95

• Sector Copy a Diik • Back Up Cocy "Whole Bit" Disk Series - Pronram or sequential
file copy to disk & conversion of program fil« to sequential files ■ Check track and

the position of the
moon and the planets
curacy except for

l

SOFTWARE AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE.

$49.95

• MENU DRIVEN • 80 column view screen • On line HELP Screen! • Enhanced
cursor moiement • Supports nu;or printers by Menu Selection • Ability 10 custom
tailor print commands • Tab letting 240 columns to screen • File copies printed in

any sequence • Sequential page numbering from one file 10 another • Screen and

character color selectable • Menu selection ol disk files ■ Global search and/or replace

• Block move/copy • File merge • Ho r i 10 nta I/vertical scrolling • Lelt, right, block

justification • Sub/superscript • Block erase* Header/footer/pagenumbering • inden
lation - Search/re pi ace defined phrases • Texl Centering • and more ... • Provided
on diskette with User's Manual in a 3 ring binder {lor Commodore 64)

"FILE CONVERTER"

S39.95

• FILE CONVERSION; Allows any program sequential or relative lile 10 be convened
to a differing type including PET to ASCII or Screenpoke. and vice versa. Any file
record type may be read with its con ten is displayed to Screen. Field sizes, including

On disk

ONLY $39.95
Suite 210
5950 Cotes des neiges
Montreal, Quebec H3S 1Z6
Canada
C 0 D.. money order or cheque

Dealer and distributor inquiries invited.

Write for our FREE catalog.
Send us your programs. We publish software.

trailing or leading blanks are displayed. Number of fields per record may be changed;
files may be appended. Will convert, fined or variable files. Can be used with such

programs as Flex File1". Silicon Office ™. Manager JM. and Supatbase 64 ™ •

FAST DATA BASE ENTRY;Creates a sequential data base tile of up to 32 fields per
record: a very fast data base entry program useful far entering targe mailing Nttf,etc:

can be easily converted 10 your specific data base using "File conversion" • READ
RELATIVE; Allows viewing or printing of any selected relative file record IPET.
ASCII, or Screenpoke form) • Provided on diskette in a plml.c library case with in
uciion manual (for Commodore 64 and PET series computer!)

Prices Quoted in u.S. Funds

Applied Technologies, Inc.

FREE SHIPPING

Lyndon Way

(207) 439-5074

Kittery, Maine 03904

mastercard/ VIS A

Computer Products Div.

Dealer & Distributor Inquires Invited
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The Oxford Pascal Compiler
Dave Powell

to the printer). The LIST command will

of working are quite good, because of the

Mississauga, ON

pause when a key is hit, until the next

compile-time checks and rigid structure.

Oxford Pascal by Oxford Computer Systems
(Software) Ltd. Hensington Road, Woodstock,

Oxford, 0X7 1JR, England. Distributed in
North America bv Limbic Systems Inc. Disk.
Oxford Pascal was not only the first Pascal
compiler that I'd seen for the C-64, it was

my first hands-on experience with Pascal.
This, then, is a review by a Pascal neophyte.

Bui that's probably what you are too, so
we're even.

Oxford Pascal is said to be an implementa
tion of standard Pascal, with many enhance

ments for the C-64. Il can be broken down
into standard Pascal, enhancements, an
editor, direct commands (including com

piling), and the manual.
Here's a breakdown of the enhancements:
H EX constants are allowed in the program,

kevstroke. The editor is a distinct improve
ment over BASIC'S, but I would prefer
shorter commands (e.g. 'C in place of
"CHANGE", as an option).
Direct Commands
These include the commands for saving
and loading programs, and several com

pile options. Interestingly, one can also
enter the following BASIC commands from
the editor for direct execution: PRINT(#),
OPEN. CLOSE, CMD, PEEK, POKE, SYS,

FOR, LET and LOAD. Good use is obvi
ously made of the existing code in ROM.

execution, such as positioning the cursor

and a mess came out. The formatting is

before a WRITE (PRINT).

poor. In a list of functions, for example, a

VDU puts a single character at row, col, on
the screen (or, in Britain. Video Display

have been great.

Unit).

Compiling

GETKEY is like BASIC'S get.

This works in two modes: resident and disk-

PEN sets screen prin! colour
PAPER sets plot background colour
INK sets hi-res plot colour
EXAMINE determines whether a hi-res
point is on or off.

PLOT is a multi-purpose command to clear
[he background, clear all points, plot or
clear a straight line, fill or clear an area.
WINDOW creates a text area on a hi-res

based. In resident mode, compiles can be
done without disk access: the compiler,

previous one. and bold type may be used
for .such things as notes as well as function
names. Explanations are placed below exam

ples rather than beside them. I'd have liked
page numbers rather than section numbers
(the same number on several pages). The
first manual I saw had most of the 'up-arrow'
characters missing completely. A replace

ment manual fixed them up in the file
sections, but left them missing in discus
sions of pointer variables. It was an interest

into the 6-1K of memory. This is really

ing puzzle to work out the syntax required.

convenient, as editing, compiling and testing

can be done in relatively short order. I'm
developing a program that so far has 213

Finally, the manual is bound with a toosmall plastic spine (like the C-64 User's Guide
and Reference Manual!. I'd like to see more

lines, and it fits in this mode. Disk-based

examples in the manual, and more context.

mode is for larger programs, or those need

Partial examples are confusing. I'd recom

ing the handful of esoteric functions only

mend supplementing the manual with Jen
sen and W'irlh's PASCAL User Manual and

available in that mode. Changes take con
siderably longer in disk-based mode. As
far as I can see, dual disks are supported,

Report (Springer-Verlag).

but two singles are not. So it's floppy-swoppy
time. Load the source, edit it, save back to

Printer support

your disk, and load the compiler from the
system disk. The compiler reads your source

there it is finally read again to be executed.

The EDITOR

new function isn't offset from the text of the

source code and object code are all stuffed

from disk, and writes the object back. From

screen.

The Manual

let them down. My interpretation is that a

a particular memory location.

BORDER sets border colour

features yet, but it's good to see them there.

half-decent manual went to the printer.

ables, and a way of setting breakpoints would

SCREEN sets background colour

huge chunk. I haven't tried all of these

some favourite POKEs still work during

way of listing the values of program vari

ameter.

program doesn't have to be created in one

nature, and it looks as if Oxford's printer

ORIGIN allows definition of a variable in

VOLUMEflevel) sels one more SID par

tions. Alternatively, a compile can include
extra source files from your disk; the whole

tions such as TIS and r"RE{) familiar, but

PEEK and POKE are implemented.

lion) sets more SID chip parameters.

form a larger program, with some restric

The manual is critical in products of this

Debugging commands are conspicuously

VOICE( voice, frequency .wavetypc-, dura-

present, such as on your friend's C-64). Also,
object modules can be "linked' together to

Not only are the screen c-ditor, those BASIC

absent. I'd have liked to see at least some

lease) sets SID chip parameters.

Pascal programs can be created (i.e. pro
grams that will run without the compiler

direct-mode commands, and some func

and can be read to and written from files.

EN VEL( voice.attack,decay,sustain,re

You'll also want to know that standalone

The 1525 was not the printer of choice when
this product was being designed. All print
ing is done in upper-case/graphics mode,

which means that only text in lower-case

Then, if you didn't get it right (does that

on the screen is readable on paper. This

Oxford Pascal has a line number based edi

happen to you, too?) you start over. As

unfortunately means that compiler diag

tor not unlike the Commodore BASIC

with any new language, compiler messages

nostics aren't readable on a listing (and roll

editor. Having a familiar editor is helpful.

take a bit of getting used to at first, but not

LIST works normally, as do line insertions

for long.

off the screen). Don't use the "UPPER' (case)
option if you want a print-out of your

The best strategy for huge programs is to

brackets to show properly. A fix to get a

are: AUTO (line number prompts), NUM

test pieces of your code separately, in resi

proper listing (but not the compile printing)

BER

FIND,

dent mode, before putting it all together.

is to enter the following as a direct command:
OPEN 3,4,7:CMD 3:LIST. As usual, type

DECIMAL (conversions), and DUMP (list

One advantage of Pascal is that once a pro
gram has compiled without error its chances

and deletions, NEW, and typing over an

old line number to copy a line. Additions
(why

not

^/fnumber?),

CHANGE,'DELETE (line range), HEX and
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program, and don't expect things like square

PRINT#3:CLOSE3 after the print-out'.

There's supposed to be a menu-driven

printer set up which might help, but I
Couldn't get into it. Three POKFs Lire docu
mented to set the unit number, ASCII/PETCBM, and auto linefeed. The defaults are
incorrectly documented and, for a 1525,
auto-line feed has to be disabled each time
Pascal is loaded.

ASCII is the other printer-type option. I
couldn't evaluate this support.

How fast is it
1 think the product has come to a good
compromise in dealing with the disk speed

problem —one can develop a program in
bits when necessary. Compiling speed is
acceptable.

Oxford Pascal loads in 2 minutes 20 seconds
from a 1541. This won't be necessary just !o
run an established program, but the stand

alone programs are quite large (50 blocks
fora trivial program). I wrote a benchmark
program to Peter Rukavina's specs (FORTH
article, TPUG Magazine July 1984 — writing
each of 256 characters to each of the 1000
screen positions). He quoted machine code

2 seconds. FORTH about a minute, and
BASIC about 15 minutes. Oxford PASCAL

gave a disappointing nine and a half min
utes, using two nested FOR loops into an
array 'ORIGINed' to the screen. This might
nol be the faslest method.

Summary
A person trying oul a new product is entirely

dependent on the manual for the first feuweeks. Minor printing errors, wrong infor

mation, and missing information and so on
are incredibly frustrating, and can make
one lose confidence in a product. One needs

to know that unexpected results are selfinduced, or no progress can be made. As I
was writing this review, I realized that most

of the negative things that I was feeling no

longer apply now that I have more experi
ence with the product, but that kind of
patience shouldn't be required. It's easy to

forget the 99 per cent of things that work
just fine because of some inconveniences.
However, distributors and program authors

have to realize lhat the market demands
perfection. There were at least three other

Pascal compilers advertised in TPUG Mag
azine in the August/September issue, and
the less friendly products won't sell for

What is a compiler?
Dave Powell
Mississauga, ON
Your computer can only execute
machine code. Does that come as a

surprise!-' What about the built-in
BASIC? Read on. . .

Giving the RUN command to exe
cute your BASIC program invokes a
special machine language (ML) pro
gram (usually in ROM} called an
'interpreter1. The interpreter treats

your program as data, and creates an
environment where your BASIC
statements are used to determine

which ML routines are executed, in
which order, and wilh what data.

This interpretation overhead explains
why BASIC is so much slower than
ML. But what other choices are there?
Programming directly in machine

code — a string of binary numbers — is
not an enjoyable process for most

metric routines (COS, SIN etc.) may

be part of a language, but the actual
code to execute them is not written

out in the object file: it is part of the
execution environment.

Because all the work of translation is
done just once, during compilation,
the resulting code runs with no over
head and is very fast. However,
because most compilers have to cater

to the general case, one can usually
improve on the execution time by
hand-coding the ML. That's why
many commercial products, and prac
tically all games, are written in ML.
It's

a

great

advantage

when

a

compiler allows one to create an

'executable1 file, complete with the
required environment. This feature

is sometimes called 'turnkey'or "stand
alone". Without this capability your
friends have to own a compiler to

humans. That is why when we write

run your programs.

machine language programs we al

Between interpreting and compiling
are a host of techniques. Typically,

most always use an 'assembler'. An
assembler is a program that converts
'symbolic' machine code instructions

like 'LDA #$01' into pure ML like
"A90r. The symbolic instructions are
called 'mnemonics' because they are
easier for programmers to remember.
However, each assembler instruction
generally results in one and only one

machine code instruction. Assembly
language programming is therefore
slow to write, since usually many
instructions are required to perform

a given task, but once it has been
assembled no further processing is
required. This means that a program
written in assembly language exe
cutes just as quickly and efficiently
as one written in pure machine code.
A 'compiler'allows the programmer

to write a program in a high-level
language, yet execute it at machine

speed. It docs this by reading 'source'
code (the text of the program), con

verting each statement into many,

possibly hundreds, of machine in

long.

structions, and (usually) writing

This looks like a complete implementation

these out as an 'object' file. In some

of Pascal, with a good set of C-6'4 extensions.

which to run. For instance, trigono

cases, the object file can be loaded

these create an intermediatefile which
is faster to interpret at execution time.

Pascal usually produces 'p-code'.
which is a machine-independent

assembly-level code. Forth works in
either mode — interpreting for quick
tests or compiling for repeated use.
What's best?
Writing code is generally easier in
high-level than in low-level lan
guages, but it doesn't particularly mat
ter whether the language is interpre
ted or compiled.
Testing is easiest using an interpre

tive language. There's no delay be
tween seeing a bug, fixing it in the
code, and running the next test. A
compiler might, with slow disks (or
tape!}, take five minutes or more.
For this reason, a facility is often
provided for compiling (or assem
bling} small programs from memory,
cutting out the delay in reading source
and writing object (and often that of
having to load code to do the com
piling, as well).

and run directly —it is a complete

When it comes to execution speed,

I have enough faith in the product to con

ML program.

tinue reprogramming the Powell family

Many languages are implemented
so that the object file won't run by

interpreted languages are the slowest,
then hybrids, then compiled lan

Now lhat I've got past my learning problems.

budget using it — and if you knew the way

we budget, you'd appreciate my level of
commitment! TPUG

itself, but needs an environment in

guages. Machine language, of course,
is the fastest of all.
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SATAN'S HOLLOW
Malcolm O'Brien

transport to the chasm on the right. If you

Toronto, ON

get the bridge built you can cross into Sutan'.s

lava eggs, which keep burning, on the

Hollow and do battle with the Prince'of

ground AiXl) some of these guys will even

Darkness. Needless to say, he's not too

try to steal your extra missile launchers!

friendly- He flies around at high speed,
throwing tridents at you. If you defeat him.

ing a bridge, you have to protect your future

Satan's Hollow is a Bally-Midway arcade

game that has been transported lo lheC-64.
I have a prc-release copy, but according to

the preliminary documentation (which is
very thorough and informative). Commo

dore will be releasing it on cartridge, as
well as on disk. The cartridge, of course,

will boot instantly, bui the disk version
will preserve the top ten scores for posterity.
David Berezowski at Commodore did the
translation of this arcade shoot-'em-up and
I'm sure that fans of the original will be
very pleased with it. It includes those extra
touches that are so important in a home
computer game: the RESTORE key will

reset the game if you get off to a had start,
RUN/STOP or the Commodore key will
pause/continue the game (the lire button

will continue, as well) and you can use the
function keys to define game parameters.
Fl selects standard controls (button fires

or just manage to stay alive until the attack
is over, you are returned lo the first screen
lo face another wave of attackers.

Each time you are victorious over an attack

bridge with molten rocks, demons that drop

Now, in addition lo staying alive and build
lives as well!

To be honest. 1 did not find the game very
interesting at first but, after many hours of

wave, a bonus flag is flown across the top of

playing, I have discovered that the game is
still growing on me and I'm having a lot of

the screen to the Devil's Castle. These flags

fun with it.

will result in bonus points when you shoot
down the devil. Between attack waves you
will have to face fire-breath ing devil's heads.

One last point should be noted by the reader.
Because of the detail of the screens mid the

Destroying these results in the appearance
of another bridge part and another bonus
flag. Defeating the devil or the devil's head
results in a sound that resembles bubble

gum popping which I find quite amusing.
There's not much time for chuckling, how

fine distinctions between colours in some
areas, this game should be played on a
colour monitor for best results. A colour
TV would probably be acceptable, too. But

if you try to play on a black-and-white set.
you'll have a devil of a time. TPVG

ever, as each attack wave gets tougher. You'll

SATAN'S HOLLOW

encounter pterodactyls that bomb your

from Bally-Midway

missiles; joystick up or down engages
shields). This is the default arrangement,
but by [lushing Y'i at the title screen or high

score display, the controls are reversed. F5
selects Easy mode for beginners or people
who like really high scores. F7 selects Nor

mal mode for the serious game player who

wants to be fully challenged.
At the game's start, your missile launcher
is placed on a detailed landscape with a
chasm on the right of the screen. Satan's

minions are flying above you. preparing
for attack. These gargoyles will drop bombs
on you and if this is not enough to stop you,

they'll attack, kamikaze-style. Your resources
are your missiles and shields. One hit from

your missile is sufficient to destroy an
attacker. And nothing will penetrate your

shield. The limitation of your missiles is
that you can't fire a second missile until the
first either hits something or disappears

off the top of the screen. The limitation of
your shield is that it can only be on for 15
time units (about 1 second). When the shield

is off. your power quickly returns to full
strength.
Now here's the twist: these are only Satan's

SPILLS AND FILLS
Vincent Sirugo

Scarborough, ON

beakers using the least amount of FILLS

from the faucet while avoiding any spills.

"A simple educational game for grade

If the beakers aren't positioned just right,

schoolers" best describes this VIC 20 car

the water will spill over when released.

tridge from Creative Software —"simple"

being the key word here. You are at the
controls of a large crane (both realistic look
ing and sounding). The crane can move
back and forth, via your joystick. When

moved all the way to the left or right, a
conveyer belt at the bottom of the screen
also moves left or right, revealing different-

All the objects in the game are very large
and very easy to manoeuvre. Sound effects

are excellent. / found the game boring, but
I can't get my five-year-old away from il.
His rating: 8 oul of 10 TPUG

SPILLS AND FILLS from Creative Software.

sized beakers. Find a beaker with a little
faucet on it (these are the master beakers).
Now move the crane to the beaker. Lower
the winch on the crane by means of your
"fire" button and pick up the beaker. Now
you are ready to move the master beaker to

a large faucet located at the centre of your
screen. If you position the beaker under
the faucet and press the 'fire' button, ihe

pawns! In order to fight the big guy. you
have to build a bridge across the chasm lo
Satan's lair. So all the time that you're fight

beaker will fill with water. (The sound and

ing to stay alive you also have to be build
ing a bridge. Every time you destroy one of

ing the 'fire' button again will cause the
water to be released into the second beaker.

graphics here are very realistic). Now trans
port the beaker to another beaker. Press

his pawns, a bridge part appears on the lefi

Repeat the process until all the beakers are

of the screen that you have to pick up and

filled. Yes: that's all there is lo it!
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The object of the game is lo fill all the

I'd better hurry..."Bits And Bytes' will be on soon!
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SLAMBALL
Malcolm O'Brien
Toronto, ON
SLAMBALL is terrific! Another great game

from Synapse Software! Hals off to Stephen

C. Biggs, who has programmed a real
winner.

One of the tilings thai I really like about

this game is thai it will appeal !<> all age
groups. Kven a very junior player can learn,
and will enjoy playing it just as much as a
sophisticated adult player. Push 'fire' to
shoot the ball and pull back on the joystick

ing so much fun in [he actual playing of it.

three floating bumpers, the score multi

My son Sean (age 7) had a great lime with

SLAMBALL, too (especially after he beat

plier is set to 4, and anything hit for points
will have its point value multiplied by 4. If

my high score). We had as much fun watch

you strike another floater, the score multi

ing each other play as we had playing

plier will "advance" back to 1.

ourselves. This is something that I feel really
contributes to giving a game a lasting appeal.

Bonus scoring for completing a level in a
3-ball game is worth more than in a T>-ball

title screen is super, and the music during

game. Your bonus is the current score plus
the number of balls you had left '■< the level

game play is suitably subdued, btil also

completed x HHX) (for a 5-ball game) or X

very good. The sounds used for game events

2.r)00 (for a :i-ball game). Another point to

are just as good. The game events, of course,

keep in mind is that you have a set number
of ball pulses. If you jostle the ball too

Music is another factor. The music on the

are the usual collection of rollovers, targets,

ers and a special added attraction which

many times, you'll TILT and the current
ball will be lost. However, the number of

can only be done on a computer and not on

pulses allowed is reset whenever your ball

a real pinball machine.

returns to the cannon barrel.

ball is shot out of the cannon, choose a

This special feature is the addition of the

3-ball or 5-ball game and play strategically.

"floating" bumpers. Knocking down a bank
ol targets releases the floating bumpers.

This game is delightful. The younger set
around your household will really enjoy
il, and when the kids are in bed you'll be

They appear on the screen and drill about.

able to try your hand yourself. So get off

to move the flippers. These are sufficient

instructions for the junior player. The adult
player can move left or right flippers, pulse
(he ball left or right, control how hard the

The tWO-player version of the game is a bit

different. In this case, the player plugged
into Port 2 controls the flippers and the
player in Port 1 controls ball motion and
the cannon. The Up and Down directions

arc used to set how far back the cannon is
drawn.

round pop bumpers, rubberbaml kick bump

If they touch anything, they pop like a

your bumper and roll over to your local

soap bubble: but if your ball rolls over it,
you score bonus points and advance the

software dealer and check out SLAMBALL.

score multiplier. Take note, however, that

the score multiplier advances like this:
1,2,11,-1,1. In other words, after vou've hit

You'll flip! TPVG

SLAMBALL from Synapse Software, 5221
Central Ave.. Richmond CA WWI

The other great thing about this game is
(hat il gives you all the control that a real

pinball game does, while maintaining the
unpredictability of chance. A dynamite
combination! You'll never play the same
game Iwice.

The action of the game is faithful to true
pinball action and is just as good as the
pinball games you may have seen on Apple
IPs (although I've yet to see Pinball Con

struction Set in action). There is a difference,

however —the playfield is larger than the
screen and as the ball rolls down, the screen
scrolls smoothly up. This sounds more dis

tracting than it is. In actual game play you'll
be following the ball, just as yon would
with a real pinball machine.

The bottom line ol the screen is reserved

for the Scoreboard, which tallies points as
they are scored. It also shows which ball is
in play and how many targets you need in
order to get to the next level. This line was
full of garbage every time I loaded it. Fol

TOOTH INVADERS
Vincent Sirugo
Scarborough, ON

all figures are large and easy to see and

If you have trouble getting your kids to

library. A nice change from the shoot-'em-

brush their teeth, then this game cartridge

may be the answer. Designed for grade
schoolers, you are the superhero Plaqueman'. Armed with a toothbrush, you are in

someone's mouth. Here, there are eight
teeth, filled with plaque. Now use your
toothbrush to brush them clean before they

TOOTHINVADERSfrom Commodore. (See

your load Commodore dealer).

toothbrush (to clean between the teeth).
Press the 'fire' button again to get your

toothbrush back.
Fighting against you in your battle is a
large green monster called D.K. If it gets

out fine; the line was clear, and even though

you while you're brushing, then Plaqueman

I couldn't read my score from the garbage

is a goner. But if you clean a tooth com

line, this did not interfere in any way with

pletely clean, il will shine bright red, a

And playing the game is the thing. I didn't

Rating: 8 out of 10. TPUG

button orpy our joystick, you will find your
self armed with dental floss instead of a

lowing instructions, I flipped the disk over

care what my score was because I was hav

ups and maze games.

turn green, and decay. If you hit the "fire"

and loaded from the other.side. This worked

playing the game.

manoeuvre. With nine levels of difficulty,
this game is an excellent addition to anyone's

fanfare will play and you now have ten
seconds to kill the terrible D.K.

The graphics on this cartridge are good,

/ No, Ursula. That is

-i

'NOT what your brother \
meant when he told you !
he was going to burn

■

the ROM. *
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Annihilator and Skramble!
John David

sector (until you clear the screen of attackers)

Etobicoke, ON

so it's a precious resource to use. Despite
the fact tiiat the ship zips about the screen

fuel depols that dot the countryside. That
countryside is divided into eight sectors
offering more and more difficult challenges

and fires rapidly, there is little chance to
advance in this game. Indeed the rapid

— in a cave, in a meteor storm, in a city of
skyscrapers. During the flight, you contin

a card game or a keyboard entertainment,
we tend to play most those games thai we

movement causes as many collisions as it

ually bomb or shoot targets of varying val

helps avoid. To heighten the frustration of

ues (a space creature is worth 1000 points!)

feel we can 'master' to some degree of success.
The feeling of satisfaction brought on by

the game the Scoreboard posts eight zeroes

while using the joystick to control the height

Games!:'! Games!-''. No matter if it's a sport,

to start, but the idea that a player can come

and right movement of your plane. With
this control you can dodge the rockets fired

hand al certain games. Thai's why I'll be

close to a score of even one million in the
game is doubtful. The most frequent mes

playingSkramblel more often thai Annihila

sage in Annihilator is, '■Battle Over"'. There

tor on my C-64.

is little realistic chance for the joy of

enemy's command centre. While the chal
lenge is difficult, Skramblc! provides a sense

improvement as your skill develops.

of satisfaction as your score climbs and you

improvement makes us repeatedly try our

A better title for Annihilator (by Victory
Software) would be'Annihilated*. The tape
comes with a C-64 version on one side, and
an unexpended VIC 20 version on ihc other.
In both, you are a pilot on your way lo

capture slaves from the galaxy "Messier
31", while enemy ships, space rabbits (•'!■')
and indestructible nuclear waste contain
ers assault your space ship. To defend the
ship, the "captain" fires rockets to destroy
the attackers, or manoeuvres lo avoid the
waste containers. In desperation, the com
mander can destroy all attackers with a
"smart bomb" by pressing the space bar.
However, there is only one of these pel

Skramble! (by Microdigital Products) is a
more enjoyable game. You pilot a rocket-

plane that seems like a hummingbird

al you. The ullimale goal is lo destroy the

move closer and closer to destroying the
enemy command centre.
For the'ultimate'challenge Iry Annihilator,

— maybe it's the green-and-ptnple colouring

but if you want to sustain play and advance

— over a mountainous landscape dotted with

play Skramble! TPUG

unmoving enemy helicopters and missiles
which fire randomly. At first, the firing

.seems strange, for your ship simultaneously
shoots forward while bombing enemy targels below. However, in the hilly terrain,

ANNIHILATOR

you can destroy the enemy on distant hill

SKRAMBLE!

sides that loom in front of you. as well as
defend yourself from attack from below. In

Microdigital Products
P.O. Box 1110, Webster, NY 14580

order to sustain your flight, you must bomb

(716)872-0518

Victory Software

Preschooler
George Shirinian

Spelling also displays a word and then asks

for an answer. At the easy level, iherc is no

Toronto, ON

the child lo spell the same word correctly.
This game differs in that [he child can choose

time limit. At the difficult level, only two
seconds are allowed. I must admit, this is

the number of words to be tested on. from 1

challenging, even for me!

to 20; and lhat each word appears on the
This set of six cassettes is specifically
designed to teach pre-school-aged children

about numbers, counting, letters and spell
ing. There are nine programs which incor

porate colour, graphics and sound.
Learning Letters is intended (o leach tinchild the alphabet. Al the easy level, il asks
which of two letters comes first in the
alphabet. At the difficult level, it asks the
child to put up to five letters in order.

screen for only a few seconds before disap

pearing. The word mtisl then be spelled
from memory. For more of a challenge,

there are three speeds affecting how long
the word remains on the screen.
Learning Numbers leaches the numbers from
I to 10. The easy level displays all ten num

bers at the top of the screen and asks you to
find any missing numbers in another row
al the screen's centre. At the intermediate

Pedagogically. the games are good. Pre
schoolers need some initial help with them,
bul (>- and 7-year olds can probably handle

them alone. The use of colour and graph

ics is acceptable, but perhaps more could
have been done with sound. I particularly
liked the fact that the games allow you two
wrong attempts before giving you the right
answer. The question is then asked a third
time. If the child still gets it wrong, the
program says "Let's continue", which is

There are three different ta]>es called Making

level, the row at the top is removed, so you
have to remember the missing number. At

Words, designed to teach spelling. At one

the difficult level, there are two numbers

level, the program displays a number of
objects with their names: then gives the

missing.

are quite simple in use. the opt ions of diffi

Learning To Count displays abstract graphic

culty levels will allow the child lo improve

child the opportunity lo recreate the cor
rect spellings from the keyboard with pic
tures reproduced at random. At a higher

objects on the screen and asks the child to
count them and input their number.

sensible. Al the end of the games, scores
are given, encouraging the child to com
pete with himself. Although the programs

his ability, and give the programs greater
longevity before they arc outgrown. TPUG

level, the child must give the correct spell

Counting Exercise rolls Iwo dice and asks for

ing lor the picture, without the initial word

the correct sum. The levels ol'difficulty are

PRESCHOOLER from Cymbal Software. 6

display.

differentiated by the amount of time allowed

cassettes for Ihe VIC 20. S39.95
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ATTENTION ALL COMMODORE 64,
VIC 20, AND PET OWNERS

COMSPEC

Authorized Commodore dealer since 1978.

866 Wilson Ave., Downsview
633-5605
Callour24hourB.B.S.

for Weekly Specials
633-0185

• HARDWARE
• SOFTWARE

• BOOKS
• ACCESSORIES
• SERVICE

commodore
Off the Shelf Delivery

We will send this COMPLETE course to you at once for just
$19.95 plus $3.00 for shipping and handling {U.S. residents,
please pay in U.S. funds), If you do not live in the U.S. or
Canada, please add $5.00 for shipping and handling (and

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS
WEST RIDGE AUTO MODEM

A complete self-tutoring BASIC programming course is now
available. This course starts with turning your computer on, to
programming just anything you want! This course is currently
used in both High School and Adult Evening Education
classes and has also formed the basis of teacher literacy
programs. Written by a teacher, who after having taught the
course several times, has put together one of the finest
programming courses available today. This complete 13 lesson
course of over 220pages is now available for the COMMODORE
64, VIC 20, and PET computers and takes you step by step
through a discovery approach to programming and you can
do it all in your leisure time! The lessons are filled with
examples and easy to understand explanations as well as
many programs for you to make up. At the end of each lesson
is a test of the information presented. Furthermore, all answers
are supplied to all the questions and programs, including the
answers to the tests. Follow this course step by step, lesson by
lesson, and turn yourself into a real programmer! You won't
be disappointed!

pay in U.S. funds), If you are not COMPLETELY satisfied,

$139.95

OXFORD PASCAL
VERBATIM VALU - LIFE DISKS
(SSDD)

79.95
24.95

ALL ABACUS BOOKS

19.95

then simply return course within

Send cheque or Money Order to:
Brantford Educational Services
68 Winding Way,
Brantford, Ontario
Canada. N3R 3S3

LIMITED QUANTITIES

10% Discount to
TPUG Members
ON SOFTWARE. BOOKS AND ACCESSORIES

EXCLUDING SALE ITEMS

Mail orders subject to shipping and handling fees.

TPUG Library

Available For Copy
Ontario residents add 7% Retail Sales Tax.

Fill in the coupon or send a facsimile.

r
Name:.
Address:

City: _
Prov. (Zip) code:

Complete course:

Postage and handling:

w
CO

Total:

c

Wilson
Hwy. 401

10 days of receipt for a

FULL refund.

$19.95

check desired course:

3.00

$22.95

D COMMODORE 64

Ave.

Brantford Educational Services
68 Winding Way,
Brantford, Ontario
Canada, N3R 3S3

□ PET

□

VIC 20

I
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THE CARD?/+G INTERFACE
Kevin Boardman
Richardson, TX
In this growing computer industry, many

companies an.1 making peripherals compati
ble with many different computers. One of
the most common of these peripherals is
the parallel [Centronicstype] printer. While
most personal computers have this inter
face standard. Commodore computers in
stead use afi pin serial bus. Il is capable of
.selling up a daisy chain arrangement of
peripheral devices, including Commodore
disk drives and Commodore printers, hut
it is quite incompatible with other prod

these printers will run without any modi
fication. Ol course, you can also program
as if you had one of the Commodore printers.

interface, the special listing mode has been
eliminated. I lowevcr. there are still a mul

However, other than having access to all of

titude of listing options. By locking the
interface into the non-Commodore mode

the capabilities of the Commodore printers,
you can run the interface in a lock mode,

grams may be listed in any font or formal

which allows you lo have access lo all of the

and setting your printer accordingly, pro

capabilities of the printer you actually have.

available with your printer. I like to list
longer programs in condensed mode on

This is the same as having two printers al

my Gemini, but if you wished, you could

the same time, which is great for the mini

list in expanded print, emphasized print

mal cost of the interface. Another advan

or whatever you like. Although the inter

tage over actually owning a Commodore

lace does completely emulate Commodore

printer, such as the ! 525, is that your printer

graphics, it does not print these confusing

will print at its full speed, even in the emu

symbols when listing a program. Instead,

lation mode. This allows me to emulate a

it prints out a function in words (ie. reversed

Commodore printer at 120 cps [Gemini's
top speed), instead of the I525's 30 cps.

heart becomes (sc) for screen clear).

ers to the VIC 20 and Commodore ()■!.

Three of the dip switches in the interface

Quick Brown Fox or Wordpro. the Cardco

ucts on the market. To resolve this problem,
many companies have created interfaces
which allow you lo conned parallel prim

However, they are usually insufficient for

are optional, regardless of which printer

the serious user, as they do not allow Com

you are using. Switch #4 allows device num

modore characters to be printed and they

ber selection, either device 4 or 5. Switch

do not correct CBM-ASCII to coincide with

#7 allows one to control ASCII correction

standard ASCII.

If you are using a word processor, such as

interface allows you to lock in a nonCommodore mode by typing OPF.N 4,4,25:
CMD4: -"LOCK": PRINTS4: CLOSK4. You

are then able to allow your wordprocessor
to control all ASCII correction, plus you
have access to your printer's special func

11 this situation has confronted you, your

tions which may not be available on Com

troubles are over. Cardco Inc. of Wichita,
Kansas has created the Card ?/+G (Card

modore printers.

print/+graphics). This ingenious interface
allows you to add any parallel printer lo

Coming from the interface are three cables,

your VIC 20 or C-I>1 system. This is the
first and. as far as I have seen, the best

printer. The interface uses the Commo
dore standard 6 pin serial bus and can there

Iwo going lo the computer and one to the

printer interface on the market for Commo

fore be connected in a continuous daisy

dore computers.

chain arrangement, eilher to the computer,

The Cardco product is state-of-the-art

interfacing. Not only does it reproduce Com
modore characters and graphics, but il pro
duces a much higher quality copy of Com

modore- graphics than the l"»25 or 1526

printers do. I am using the interface with
the Gemini 10X printer, and because of the
Gemini's larger 9x9dot matrix (as opposed

to the 1525*s fix"), the print output is much
nicer. In the manual accompanying the
interface, dip switch settings are given for

using the interface with all Epsons, all
Geminis, the Prowriter, C-Itoh 8510, NEC

8023, Okidata 82 and 8IS/92 and the Siekosha
100. For those interested, the Siekosha 1(X)

is available under many different names,
including the Gorilla Banana. Axiom KM).

Panasonic JR-PO2U, Spectravideo SV-701,

a disk drive or another Commodore printer.
of the interface. When on it allows software

Because il connects to the serial bus instead

selection of ASCII correction and when off
it locks in the "no ASCII correction" mode.

of the user port, as other interfaces do, it

Finally, switch #8 controls the auto line

Commodore peripheral, and the status vari

feed. When on it allows software selection
of the auto line feed functions, and when

able will operate with il. A 6 pin plug com

off it locks the unit in the non auto line feed

to the computer as the interface's power
supply. It includes a male card edge as

also available with the interface and are

well, so that it in no way interferes with

not with the Commodore printers. The first

standard cassette operation. And finally,

one. address #3 (OPEN x,x,3), causes all

ironi the other end of the interface comes

characters sent to the printer to he printed

the standard Centronics type parallel cable.

out in their hexadecimal equivalents, which
is very helpful in debugging. The second
address, address #(> (OPEN x.x.li), causes

The Card ?/+G interface is everything om
could want in a parallel printer interface,

the interface to print all characters from
the character ROM within the interface.

and then some. For the price of the interface.
you have another completely different

There are many options available in list
ing programs using the interface. Older

Cardco lor the appropriate switch settings.

Cardco interfaces allow three different

While you are running your system in the

a listing in upper case only mode and with

interface mode (the mode on when the com

auto line feed. Another gives a listing in

puter is turned on), it offers complete emu

upper case without the auto line feed

lation of the Commodore 1525 and 152G

printers. This means that any software pub
lished for the VIC20or C-64which accesses
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patible wilh the cassette interface connects

mode. Two new secondary addresses are

ers other than the ones listed, you must call

as well as the Commodore l'y'2f>. For prim

can be addressed directly as a standard

modes tor listing programs. One gives you

printer with different character sets and

functions, allowing for an infinite variety
of printing styles available. I strongly
recommend that before you buy a Com
modore printer, you check out this inter

face and other more advanced printers
which are available. TPUG

function. The final mode gives a listing in
upper and lower case with the auto line
feed function. On later revisions of the

Cardco Inc., Sl,'i Matheirson, Wichita. Kansas,
67214.

PRO-TERM 64

Ask Someone Who Knows

INTELLIGENT TERMINAL PACKAGE

If you enjoy Jim Strasma's many books, and his

© 7984 E, ANDERSON and G. FARMANER

articles in this and other magazines, you'H be glad

40/80 column display

he also edits his own highly-acclaimed computer

Informative status line

magazine,

Extensive Auto-Dial/Auto-logon commands
Upload/download:
(Punter) (X/ON X/OFF) (.IMG FILES)

Gazette

Complete Disk support, DOS commands, dual
Complete Printer support

hundreds

of

brief,

honest

Midnite also features timely Commodore'

Transparent stream to Printer

news, hints and articles, all organized for instant

Programmable Function Keys

reference, and never a wasted word. Whether you
are just beginning or a long-time hobbyist, each
issue will help you and your computer to work

Remote-terminal modes, (Mini BBS),
(Visual phone answer)

Supports VT/52 and Televideo 910/920
terminal emulations

together effectively.

A six issue annual subscription

ONLY $46.95

is $23. To

subscribe, or request a sample issue, just write:

Suite 210
5950 Cotes des neiges

MICROWARE

contains

reviews.

drive, or two single drives

On disk

now in its sixth year of continuous

publication. Written just for owners of Com
modore's many computers, each Midnite Software

Montreal, Quebec
Canada

H3S1Z6

MIDNITE SOFTWARE GAZETTE
P.O. Box 1747
Champaign, IL 61820

C.O.D.. money order or cheque
Dealer and distributor inquiries invited

You'll be glad you did!

Write for our FREE catalog.
Send us your programs. We publish software.

STEVE PUNTER'S
NEWEST
C-64 WORD PROCESSOR
FEATURING:
• 40 to 160 column video display
• Single pass double column output

• 1OO°/o proportional printing capability
• Double sided printing with margin offsets
• Over 30 printers fully supported

• "Bump free" loading - MSD - 2 compatible
• Automatic spelling corrections with Spellpro®
AVAILABLE AT FINE
COMPUTER STORES
EVERYWHERE

np

ORDER

UM DIRECT

PRO-LINE

IIIBIISOFTWARE

755 The Queensway East, Unit 8, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4Y 4C5 . Phone 416-273-6350

HELP!
/ have a Commodore 64 that I purchased in
Canada. What difficulties might I encounter

One reasonably priced word processor that

if I took it to England this summer? In

expander is TOTL.TEXT.2.6. available

particular, can I hook it up to the television

from TOTL SOFTWARE, PO Box 4742,

II you have bought a Commodore HK car
tridge for your VIC 20, you can easily

sets over there?

Walnut Creek. CA 94!>96. I may be able to

Gordon Emms, Ontario

help Mr. Speecs with the symbols too. I have

expand it to iliK. If you open the cartridge

The Commodore fi-t sold in North Amer

hints
you will see thai there i.s room for -1 oilier

ica cannot be easily changed to interlace

will work with I be DATA-20 eighty-column

modified iheTOTL. TEXT for use with the
Epson printers, but I believe their capabili
ties are prelty much the same as the Clem int.

TNM2O16 memory I.C.'s. You can buy them
for less than $9.00 each. You need 40.1 uF

with the PAL television system. You could

condensers as well. Before installing them

the problem.

of characters directly into the WP will be as
easy to do as the graphics characters I've

You have two other problems. The voltage

built into my program.

you should remove the tin clogging the
holes with a soldering iron and desoldering

mesh (or desoldering pump). Be careful
not to overheat — it could damage the cirCuit board. I did the job in aboul one hour
and it worked perfectly.
Jacques Dcschenes
495 Boul. Joliet

Mauterive. Quebec G5C 1N8

Thank you for helping me learn more aboul
the touch-tone system for hearing-impaired
people. I( turns out that the people at

Gallaudet College in Washington. DC were
also very helpful. They sent me a brochure
From Audiotone Company, PO Box 2905.

Phoenix. Arizona85062, phone602-254-5886.
The company is just beginning to market a
$!i50 stand-alone box. called Talkphone,

which accomplishes almost all of the things
I want. It is so new that no hearing aid
dealers in our area have seen one, so I

take your own monitor to solve that part of

in the United Kingdom is about 220 to 230
volts, which is much higher than in Canada,

and the power frequency is ">0 cycles per
second instead of 60 as it is here. You will
need a 'step-down transformer' to solve the

first problem lor all your devices. The sec

ond problem — frequency — doesn't seem to
be too important, according to reports from

When vou reply to someone whose full address

like modems and IKKK interface devices,
might not work.
Jim Buticrfield
Toronto, Ontario

How can I download text from CompuServe.
DJNS, etc. with my C-64 and 16,50 Auto-

modem?
Dr. S.A. Randeree, Manitoba
I would suggest TERM(i4 by Paul Higgin-

grams, I would suggest VIPTERM — I know

in commercial boards. Of commercial pro

Their system has no explicit provision for

it works. There are other terminal pro

a mute hearing-impaired person. Bui since

grams like SUPERTERM. TELETALK. etc.

remains as to whether non-hearing-impaired
system.

Brian Schoit
Decatur. Georgia

SomeTPUG members may be having trou

ble with older C-1526 printers hanging up
when used with the VIC 20. Typing "SYS

64490' sets the serial pori timing to the
C-f)4's speed. The 1526 then works fine.
Howard M. Mcsick
Manly, Delaware

Where can I get information on interfacing
my Commodore 64 with sensors such us
photogates or temperature probes?
John Bridge. Washington

questions
is shown with his/her question, please send a
copy of the letter to the TPUG office so that

plays the letters on a two-line I.KD screen.

persons will be willing to use the clumsy

Box R Northrop Corp
APO NY 090:18

people who have tried it; hut it might affect

bottom (public domain) —on (C)TB for use

ii should he quite easy to use. The question

Hilly Burnett

disk performance slightly. Other devices.

cannot speak about its fidelity, etc. It straps
onto the receiver of the telephone and dis

it i.s a device dedicated to a single purpose

I'm sure that building a fairly large number

hul I have not used them. Your major need

we can let others know whet vou have had to
sav. For every question we list, there are alwavs
several people who are interested in the answer.

I need to make a French printer file for my
Commodore 1526 printer. I use Paperclip,
version ID. and although I can get French

accents on my monitor, they never appear
on a printed copy. I went through Appen

dix /J(creating a printer file) from the owner's
manual without any success.
Denis Desornieaux
,r)77 Lcroux

St-Jerome, PQJ7Z2M1

Where can I get a program that row reduces

would appear to be a 'caplure buffer" and
all of the above programs have this feature.

a system of linear equations and solves

Ian Wright

Stephen Abraham

Toronto. Oniario

University of Ottawa

How can I compose in SO columns using

superscripts, subscripts, Greek symbols and
mathematical symbols' My equipment con
sists of: C-64, DATA 20eighty-column card,
Gemini 10 printer and Protecto tvord processor.

Robert Speers. Ohio
The Gemini is incapable of producing spe
cial .symbols, as far as I know. You can
generate dot-addressable graphics on an

unknowns?

100 Hastey Ave., S-1201A
Ottawa. ON KIN 9A7

Can someone please recommend a Bulle
tin Board program that will operate with a

C-64, a l()50 Aulomodem. a 1541 disk drive
and/or au MSI) dual disk drive? I would
also appreciate any hints or suggestions on

how to get a hoard up and running. Thank
you.

Epson; this mighl be possible on the Gem

Robert D. Swift

ini but it would be lough sledding! A good
word processor (Paperclip/Wordpro/

Estevan. SK S4A 2G5

[04-530 Bannatync Avenue

Superscript) will allow special characters

to be sent, but the printer may not be able
to produce them.

Be sure to read the conclusion of Forecasting

obtained from Theodore V. Brown. !i2 Law

Ian Wright

month's issue.

rence Rd.. Hvde Park. NY 125:58.

Toronto, Ontario

In format ion on this type of project can be
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With The 8032, by John Shepherd, in next

I use EasyScripl and Easy Spell on my C-64.
Occasionally when I exit llie program, it

takes me back to BASIC instead of the startup
of EasyScripl, which is where 1 want to be. I
use option 7 from the menu to exit the
program. Since this happens only occasion
ally I don't understand why it is happen

ing at all.
Secondly, the documentation for Easy Spell

indicates that it can be used with dual disk
drives. 1 have two 1541 disk drives. I have
changed one in hardware to device 9. The
program still won't work. In the documen

PET-Pals

PET pals who want to share programs are

invited to correspond.
Thomas Biddy

For any other new CBM fans. I've had my
computer only one year, but I'm willing to
exchange letters with other novices and

P.O. Box 249
Iroquois Falls, Ontario
P0K 1E0

exchange ideas and dreams. I am not a

I'm a writer investigating the ways parents

radical hacker, but enjoy my computer about

are using their computers with their chil

len hours a week. This is what home com

dren as an educational tool. 1 am inter

puting is really all about.

ested in alt ages, all degrees of success. Will

you share your personal experiences:" Send

W. R. Bell
1133-62nd PI. South
St. Petersburg. FL 33705-5628

your name and address and I'll get in touch.
Thank you very much.

tation it seems to indicate that it will work

Edward Hoornacrt

with dual IKKK drives. Is (here some way

R.R. 2. Box 3206

to fool it into thinking my dual 1541's are

dual IEEE's?
I have a sector editing program that allows

me to edit the machine language on my
disk. Is there some way (as a last resort) ol

entering the programs and altering them
to work with dual 1 fs-l 1 "sr"

In response to my call for Z-RAM users

[TPUG Magazine, Aug/Sept), we have
formed a Z-RAM USERS CORRESPON
DENCE CiROl'P. There is no membership
fee for participation in this group. Mem

Clearwater, BC
V0E 1N0

I have had 30 years' experience in investing.

and I have been using my C-64 for invest

bers will receive an occasional newsletter.

ment analysis and record keeping for nearly

Anyone who is interested should send their

one year. 1 would be interested in trying to

name and address to:
Richard W. Jones
1205 Rogers Place

Carl C. Hansen

form a subgroup of people interested in
computers and investing. If anyone is
interested, please let me know.

5404 28th Ave. SW

Irving, TX 7.r>0(H)

Dr. Lynn Harner, DDS

Naples. PL 33999

(214)986-6913

2011 Central

(813)455-5919

CompuServe ID: 75076,600

Dodge City, KS<>7801

JIM BUTTERFIELD'S

C-64 SPELL CHECKER
FEATURING:
• Word Pro compatible
• Global File Check
• Multiple drives
• Customize your own dictionary disks

• Automatic document corrections with the wordprocessor
• "Bump free" loading - MSD - 2 compatible
• Over 30,000 words
AVAILABLE AT FINE
COMPUTER STORES
EVERYWHERE

OR

ORDER
DIRECT

PRO-LINE
IMIIISOFTWARE

755 The Queensway East, Unit 8. Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4Y 4C5 . Phone 416-273-6350
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TPUG Associate Club Chapter Meetings
CANADA

-NW Chapter - Bleyi Jr. High School, 10,000 Mills Rd. (CypressFairbanks SD), on the 3rd Thursday of each month at 7:30 p.m.
— Klein Chapter - Hildebrandt Middle School, 22,800 Hildebrandt

Commodore Owners of Muskoka

Rd. (Klein ISD), on the 3rd Tuesday of each month (except July &

— meets al MacAulay Public School, Bracebridge, on the first

August) at fi:30 p.m.

Wednesday of each month at 7 p.m.

Contact Marj' F. Howe 713-376-7000

Contact Mike Wilson 705-645-6300

Genesee County Area Pet Users Group (Michigan)

— meets at Archbishop Jordan High School, Sherwood Park on the

— meets at Bentley High School on Belsay Rd. on the 3rd Thursday
of each month at 7 p.m.

last Friday of each month al 7 p.m.

Contact Gordon Hale 313-239-1366

Edmonton Commodore Users Group

Contact Bob Kadylo 403-465-3523

Greater Omaha Commodore 64 Users Group

Guelph Computer Club

— meets at South Omaha campus of the Metropolitan Technical

— meets at Co-operators Insurance Assoc. on the 2nd Wednesday

Community College, 27th and Q Streets in Room 120 of the Indus

of each month at 7:30 p.m.

trial Training Center on the first Thursday of the month at 7 p.m.

Contact Brian Grime 519-822-4992

Contact Bob Quiscnberry 402-292-2753

London Commodore Users Club

Manasota Commodore Users Group (Florida)

— meets at Althouse College of Education, main auditorium on the

— meets at Mr. G's Computer World, 2057 Whilfield Industrial

3rd Monday of each month al 7 p.m.

Way, Bradenton, FLon the 2nd and -Ith Thursdays of the month at

Contact Dennis Trankner 519-681-5059

7 p.m.

Niagara Commodore Users Group

— meets at I.akcporl Secondary School. St. Catharines at 7:30 p.m.

on the Lsi Monday of the month.
Contact Ian Kerry 416-688-6464

Contact Robert O. Bronson 813-747-1785
Michigan's Commodore 64 Users Group

— meets at Warren Woods High School in Warren on the 3rd
Tuesday of each month at 7 p.m.
Call 313-773-6302

Sarnia C-64 Users Group

— meets at Lambton College on the first Sunday of each month at
7:30 p.m.
Contact J. C. Hollemans 519-542-1710

Commodore Users Club of Sudbury

— meets at Lasalle High School in the cafeteria on the last Thursday
of each month at 7 p.m.
Contact Tim Miner 705-566-9632

PET Educators Group (Windsor)

-meets at Faculty of Education Building, 600 3rd Concession,
Windsor on the 3rd Wednesday of each month (not July k August)
at 7 p.m.
Contact John Moore 519-253-8658

Mohawk Valley Commodore User's Group

— meets at the Clara S. Bacon School in Amsterdam, NY at 7 p.m.

on the 2nd Tuesday of the month
Contact William A. Nowak 518-829-7576

Russellville CUG, Inc. (Arkansas)

— meets at Oakland Heights Elementary School on the 3rd Thursday
of each month at 7:30 p.m.
Call 501-967-1822

Sacramento Commodore Computer Club (California)

— meets at Kit Carson High School on the 4th Monday of each
month at 7 p.m.
Contact Geoff Worstell 916-961-8699
Southern Minnesota Commodore Users Group

— meets at Mankato State University on the first Thursday of each

UNITED STATES

Contact Dean Otto 507-625-6942

Boston Computer Society/Commodore Users Group

Westmoreland Commodore User's Club

-meets at Minute Man Tech High School. Rt 2A(justoff Rt 128)
in Lexington, MA every 2nd Monday of the month at 7 p.m.

PA) on the 3rd Friday evening of each month

Contact Harvey W. Gendreau 617-661-9227

month al 7:30 p.m.

— meets at Westmoreland County Community College (Youngwood
Contact Bob McKinlcy 412-863-3930

Commodore Computer Club of Toledo

— meets at Bedford Administration Bldg. on Temperance Rd..
between Lewis and Jackman Roads on the second Friday of each

INTERNATIONAL

month at 7:30 p.m.
Contact Jim Cychler 419-475-9160

Baden Computer Club (West Germany)

— meets at CFB Baden-Soellingen on the 2nd Sunday of each
Commodore Houston Users Group (Texas)

— Clear Lake Chapter —Nassau Bay City Hall, NASA Road #1, on

month at 7 p.m.
Contact Ben Brash

the first Wednesday of each month at 7 p.m.

Trinidad Association of Commodore Owners —TACO

— Central Chapter —Farrish Hall, University of Houston main campus

every 2nd Saturday of the month at 2 p.m.
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— meets at St. Mary's College, Frederick Street, Port of Spain

11 LCl Programmers Guild Products Ltd
WRt

•

255 ManuLife Place

10180- 101 Street

Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3S4
Telephone (403) 428-62Z9

5W DISKS
100% Certified

SSDD

$ 1.60

DSDD

$2.50

Minimum Quantity 50 Disks Per Order

VISA ACCEPTED 2£
Money Back Guarantee If Not Fully Satisfied
DELIVERY fcXIHA

HELP IS HERE
FOR C-64 & VIC-20

THE LITTLE BLACK BOX RESET SWITCH
• REVIVE and SAVE all CRASHED BASIC PROGRAMS
even after entering command "NEW"
with aid of included program listing

Saves hours of work in retyping
Resets computer from ANY BASIC program lock-up
Easily installs in USER PORT
Will not void CBM warranty
Saves wear and tear on computer
Diode Protected Circuitry
Lifetime Warranty!
Now only 14.95 CDN (11.95 U.S.)
(LIMITED TIME OFFER!)
Please send check or money order to:

BESCO PRODUCTS
203 - 8060 Granville Ave., Richmond, B.C., Canada V6Y IP4

Ph: 604-278-5115

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

TPUG Calendar of Events
For Toronto meeting information: (416) 782-9804
SuperPET CHAPTER-York University. Petrie Science Building

Fall Winter Schedule

Please noie: The exceptions to the 'rule' for the designated date for a
meeting (e.g. 2nd Thursday) are shown in bold.

(check in Room 340). Use north door of Petrie to access building.

On the third Wednesday of the month at 7:30 p.m.

BRAMPTON CHAPTER -Central Peel Secondary School, 32 Ken
nedy Rd. N. on the second Thursday of the month at 7:30 p.m. in

Wed. Jan. 16

Wed. Mar. 13

Wed. Feb. 20

Wed. Apr. 17

VIC 20 CHAPTER-York Public Library. 1745 Eglinton Ave. W-,

die Theatre.
Thu. Jan. 10

Thu. Mar. 7

Thu. Feb. 14

Thu. Apr. 11

CENTRAL CHAPTER - Leaside High School. Bayview & Eglinton
Aves. on the second Wednesday of the month at 7:30 p.m. in the
auditorium for PET'CBM.

Wed. Jan. 9

Wed. Mar. 20

Wed. Feb. 13

Wed. Apr. 10

COMAL CHAPTER-York Public Library. 1745 Eglinlon Ave.
W., j just east of Dufferin) on the lasl Thursday of the month at 7:30

(just east of Dufferin) on the first Tuesday of the month al 7:30 p.m.

in the auditorium.
Tue.Jan. 15

Tue. Mar. 5

Tue. Feb. 5

Tue. Apr. 2

WESTSIDECHAPTER -Clarkson Secondary School, Bromsgrove
just east of Winston Churchill Blvd. (south of the QKW) on the
third Thursday of the month at 7:30 p.m. in the Little Theatre for
PET/CBM/VIC 20/Commodore 64.
Thu. Jan. 17

Thu. Mar. 21

'Thu. Feb. 11

Thu. Apr. IK

p.m. in the auditorium.
Thu. Jan. 31

Thu. Mar. 28

Thu. Feb. 28

Thu. Apr. 25

Commodore 64 CHAPTER-York Mills C.I., 490 York Mills Rd.,
(east of Bayview) on the last Monday of the month at 7:30 p.m. in
(he cafetorium.
Mon. Jan. 2K

Mon. 'Feb. 25

*joint meeting with Brampton at Central Peel Secondary School in
Brampion

Are you interested in organizing some other interest group in the
Greater Toronto area'J Please let the club office know, by mail,
phone, or TPUG bulletin board.

Mon. Mar. 2f)

Mon. Apr. 29

COMMUNICATION CHAPTER - York Public Library, 1745

Eglinton Ave. W., (just east of Dufferin) on the first Wednesday of

the month at 7:30 p.m. in the Story Hour Room (adjacent to the
auditorium).
Wed. Jan. 2

Wed. Mar. 6

Wed. Feb. 6

Wed. Apr. 3

EASTSIDE CHAPTER - Dunbarlon High School, (from the traf

fic lights at Highway 2 and Whiles Rd. — go north on Whites Rd. to
next traffic lights-turn left to parking lots) on the second Monday
of the month at 7:30 p.m.
Mon. Jan. 14

Mon. Mar. 11

Mon. Feb. 11

Mon. Apr. 8

FORTH CHAPTER-York Public Library. 1745 Eglinton Ave.
W.. (just east of Dufferin) on the second Tuesday of the month at
7:30 p.m. in the Story Hour Room (adjacent to the auditorium).

CANCELLED
HARDWARE CHAPTER —York Public Library. 1745 Eglinton

Ave. W.. (just east of Dufferin) on the first Friday of the month at
6:30 p.m. in the Story Hour Room (adjacent to the auditorium).
Tue.Jan. 8

Tue. Mar. 12

Tue. Feb. 12

Tue. Apr. 9

MACHINE LANGUAGECHAPTER (6502)-Fenton High School.

off Kennedy Rd., south of Steeles Ave.. Brampton, at 7:30 p.m. in
the computer room. For further information call Garry Ledez c/o
416-782-8900.
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" I used to think Heaven was 256K
and a dual disk drive! "

DATA
BASE
FILES!

Learn to use the real power of your C-64 computer!! DISK FILES let you handle lots of
data . . . FAST ... at a LOW PRICE.
Whatever you have in mind... Mailing Lists. Recipes, Book Titles S Authors, Personnel,

Accounts. Inventory, etc., etc.. YOU NEED FILES!!
FILE DISK 11 Creates, Opens and Closes sequential files for you. It will let you write to a
new file, or add (append) to an existing file. . . and enable you to read your files to the
computer screen or your printer.

■ ■

a ■

■ ■

■

■

>■

:EASY

FILE DISK $2 Lets you create RELATIVE files - . - FAST . - . EASY!! Almost INSTANT
ACCESS to any record. Hundreds of records in one file —Up to 20 fields in each record
— Access records by # or by'key'field.. .Create —Write—Find —Read —Change—Delete
or Print any record. Can't remember the record number?? Use the'KEY'field!!— Can't find

:FAST

it by KEY ??? Then SCAN the file... Fast Scan/Slow Scan!!

:MENU-DRIVEN

— Set your own file size and field names. Create a data base... EASY... FRIENDLY!!!

GET YOURS!

FILE DISK programs are Menu Driven... and include TUTOR (or HELP) screens to assist
you. Also includes complete printed instructions.

ORDER NOW!

"NOW... KEEP TRACK OF YOUR DISKS AND FILES WITH THE DISK LIBRARIAN
The Disk Librarian will automatically read your disks and catalogue them. It will maintain four interactive files that
keep track of up to 50 DISK NAMES with IDs, DISK FORMATS & DOS VERSIONS; and as many as 500
PROGRAMS & FILES, complete with NAMES, TYPES, RECORD SIZES & LENGTHS. MENU-DRIVEN ' ... Add

Disks-Delete Disks -Find Disk-Find File-Print Disk Lists-Print File Lists. GET ORGANIZED... GET the Disk
Librarian!!

FRIENDLY SOFTWARE, 55 Ellerslie Ave (1117), Willowdale. Ontario, M2N 1X9
Send Cheque or Money Order, or use MASTERCARD. (Include Card # & Expiry Date)
FILE DISKiM only S12.95-FILE DISK $2 only S19.95-BOTH for only S29.95
THE DISK LIBRARIAN-Only $23.95

(Ont. Residents please add 7% Sales Tax)

Quadra-Rom

A unique space making device
for CBM? computers.
Allows up to 4 rams to reside in

the same address.
Also available
switches.

with

external

Available from:

*

ip^tv 705 Progress Avenue, Unit 17

■I,1 fd

. i«fi

or your CBM" dealer

Scarborough, Ontario M1H 2X1

(416)431-3200

Suggested List Price $44.95

TPUG Ham Operators
Name

Interested in

Location

Call Sign

COMAL?
TPUG is pleased to announce a COMAL program
ming manual, written by one of the language's creators,
Borge Christensen.

Canada
Lome Ingrey

Berwyn, Alberta

VE6AWI

Dave Middleton

Calgary, Alberta

VE6ADT

J. R. Clark

Terrace, B.C.

VE7EDE

James Harrison

Victoria B.C.

VE7BLV

John W. Palmer

Fredericton N.B.

VE1LW

Eli Novak

Sydney River N.S.

VE1ZO

Reg Newel 1

VE1BAT

Bob James

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia
Pond Inlet N.W.T.

G. H. Foster

Burlington. Ontario

VE3NKJ

R.W. Clifford

F.lginburg, Ontario

VE3UG

Norm Freidin
Douglas W. Wismer

Hamilton, Ontario

VE3CZI

Kitchener, Ontario

VE3EHC

John Erwin

VE3BHW

Bill Eason

Nepean, Ontario
Scarborough. Ontario

VE8DX

$9.95

VE3DDU

Arthur Ferguson

Tobermorv, Ontario

VE3HP

John Scott

Toronto. Ontario

VE3EZU

Ray Pellowc

Toronto, Ontario

VE3BAK

Bill Gilbert

Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan VE5IB

Send your orders

To: THJGINC.

United States
Hugh S. Phillips

Flagstaff, Arizona

Kris Torrey

Colton, California

KA6VQI

Ed Steeb

Buffalo, New York

WA2RDE

Lt. P. J. Rovero

FPO New York

KKID

Louis Anderson
Paul Klingenmeier

New England. New York

KOND

Williamsville, N.Y.

W2FTY

Florence, S.C.

W4PFZ

Corpus Christi, Texas

WD3FHG

Olin McDaniel
J. L Sheinberg

This book contains over fifty pages of text and examples.
It is ideally suited as a language tutorial as well as a
desk-top reference manual for programmers.

KR7Y

DEFT. A,

1912A AVENUE RD., SUITE 1,
TORONTO, 01TTARI0
CANADA M5M 4A1

CHOOSE COMAL

International
Eric P. Campbell

New Zealand

M. B. Ford

Peru

ZL2APK
OA6BJ

Bill Toussaint

Western Australia

VK6LT

(1) DISK BASED COMAL Version 0.14
• COMAL STARTER KIT—Commodore 6<r System Disk. Tutorial

Disk (interactive book), Auto Run Demo Disk, Reference

If we've missed you, please send in your Call Sign to TPUG. 1912A

Avenue Rd.. Ste. 1, Toronto, ON MfiM 4A1. TPUG

Classified

card and comal from a to z book.
S29.95 plus S2 handling

(2) PROFESSIONAL COMAL Version 2.0
• Full 64K Commodore 64 Cartridge
Twice as Powerful, Twice as Fast
S99.95 plus S2 handling (no manual or disks)
• Deluxe Cartridge Package includes:
COMAL HANDBOOK 2nd Edition, Graphics and Sound

Book, 2 Demo Disks and the cartridge fseils for over
S200 in Europe). This is what everyone is talking about.

S128.90 plus S3 handling (USA & Canada only)

This space is limited to TPUG member wanted or for sale
items only.

CAPTAIN comal ' Recommends:

Space cost is 25 cents per word. NO DEALER ADS ACCEPTED

The COMAL STARTER KIT is ideal for a home programmer. It

has sprite and graphics control (loco compatible). A real
bargain—S29.95 for 3 full disks and a user manual.

For Sale: CBM 2001, 32K, 2040 dual disk drive. 2022 printer plus
Mjllvvuiv.ljuuks. S7r>(HH)<}i offer. Ken l'eny,fvenings.(iir)-2'17-2l)7r).

Offering SUNXI.OOfor old-style 1541 disk (hives. With white case and
front flip lever. Phone 416-661-'J447.

FOR SALE: 64KB Expansion Board for 8032 ($175.00), VisiCalc
(8030 format for 8032) {$90.00). Call John at 201-627-7464.

'For Sale: set of The TORPE'l" and TPUG Magazines from Issue #6
(JUly Slj to present, except Sept.H3. A real collector's item! Asking

SltkWO. Send enquiries to Phil Strapp, 97 Sandys Street, Chatham,
Ontario, N7L SP5- Phone 519-354-7882 afternoons.

Serious programmers want the Deluxe Cartridge Package.
For $128.90 they get the best language on any 8 bit
computer (the support materials are essential due to the
immense power of Professional comad.

ORDER NOW:
can toll-free: 1-800-356-5324 ext 1307 visa or MasterCard
ORDERS ONLY. Questions and information must call our
info Line: 608-222-4432- Ail orders prepaid only—no C.O.D.
send check or money order in US Dollars to:

COMAL USERS CROUP, U.S.A., LIMITED
5501 croveland Ten, Madison, Wl 53716

trademarks Commodore 61 of commodore Electronics Ltd. captain comal of
COMAL Users GrOUD USA. Ltd
: estimated
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WORDS & CALJCS
Powerful household finance Business system
Eliminate inconvenient
files, confusing tables
and tedious calculations.
Store all your data on

Words & Calcs
spreadsheet
Words & Caics will do
your work for you in
organizing, displaying,
printing and performing
calculations.

On disk

ONLY $33.95
Suite 210
5950 Coles des neiges
Montreal. Quebec H3S 1Z6
Canada
C.O.D., money order or cheque

m*-

Dealer and distributor inquiries mviled

Write for our FREE catalog.
Send us your programs We publish software.

Windsor's

Coamodore

MARCH

Computer Club

23/24,

1985

proudly

""PlKiqg

presents

JIM BUTTERFiiELd

In

co

operation

with

St.

Clair

College

at

t?©a e

cacao

Members -- $10.00
Non members -- $15.00
After Feb. 20,1985 add $7.00

Details available from The PET Educator's Group
c/o P.O. Box 454, Station A, Windsor
N9A 6L7
or by phoninq JOHN MOORE (519-253-8658) after 5:00pm

TPUG LIBRARY ADDITIONS

(S)TJ: November 84

MOUNTAIN.C

Ski down ihe mountain and avoid all ol

s 11> 1 f. 1 jimi .1

Phi

Ihc obsmles A very good game.

(UKKB0X.C

pwer. Kirst Ihc proftnm reads ihedirct-

This liettribes lile

PET Structured BASIC : t

bTB PET 9000 .P

GM096
PET Structured BASIC i i $9000 SVS

lury ol your diikMle. Then it will check

mu: CHESS rar
I In- p

tt a

i prog

i h rough nmde. ihtfiiher running this program. The two comput
ers are connected ihiough ihe RS/232 ports, either by
tion or Ilirongh ntodems. This program interprets
djti from 'he iithrrlhnsl) computer displaying the
«-ntalioi> unit the ASCII character on the SuperPKT

direct conncithe incoming
digital npTe>
screen. I ha\e

alwusrd itmnncd.i! loan IBM-fCCIone running PC-TALK til
rffl

-forKriiimilasm- SEQ

M

"buk)[round«sBi~SEQ Interpret and display incoming sei-

Them»incomroand»ndvlupinter-

II

■IraiiH-.sin"

■Mi

"rtb ph. letter asm" SEQ

preler.

SEq

ial port communication.
Draws the inilial windows.
Displays the wave form interpreta
tion and the appropriate ASCI I char

acter in graphic form.

7

"GENERATOR" PRO A6S0S BASIC program which gener

ate* leb entries ior the graphic cluracten used by 'graph.letler.asm'

h

"nSMitarl.aMn"

SEiJ

rolUefU:
1.

SEQ Stam Ihc foreground

ami bad-

SEO.

ailibcxp-4

Thoestc-ndcdWallibdeNnitionwe-

M

-n232.l!emamO(l"FRG The load module, designed 10 be
dill

in drive

1

and enter

qurrrOH \r\,j /

ROCKV 3 BOOT.C

ii\h ^i^MOR^ /

ROCKY STHEME

lllhMr.
Listen to y.mr SID chip play 'Rocky 1

STAIRWAY BOOT.C

Theme".
Thil file lowll anil RHUM 'STAIR
WAY".

STAIRWAY

Listen to your SI IJ chip play "Stairway

BEAT IT BOOT.C

This file loads and executes "BEAT IT.

HEAT IT

Lisicn to your Sfl) c hfp play "Beat If

T.i Heaven".

SEQ

Zl

rnonilor commands, and adds a lot
9*

-XMON6809"

PKG Another version of xmonMOS. which
loads on the o502 side, and iodnda
M1CROMON You can swinh Irom
oWZ/oSO0 tinder control ol ih" PRIV

switch.

HO

grams -1■ ■ *~ >• • '.is ■ hy ■ i-|j : brands ■■:
compUlm as lotiR <s they are iiiing this
syslem. See Ti'l'Ci Magiatnc (July 'Ml)
I<ir moro Hcl&ih

(P)TD: November 84
LISr-MrJPHl>.L

Contain information about ihe programs

Came-CanM l.urd lot 2 players' ol
Uthcllo Piofcram wdl edil input moves.

type a tT.
SEQ EDlTlNSir
SEQ EDITOR IP

MICROEDIT 1NST.P

Utility - RUN tor editor inuruciions.
l_!iilily-Sequential file editor. Jail, but
pears in dam
tllility-sequential filt-editor. Slow, but

i-ie. h.iiulK- commu jiiiI sdni-colom in
data,
Uliliry-RUN

lor

Inilroclloru

lor

"MICRO-EDITOR.?"
Utility -documentalIon not araiUblc
GENERAL ED1NS1 P Utility-RUN for initmcUoiuror-CENERAL EDITOR H"
GENERAL EDITOR «

Utility—An editor derived from
Pascal editor oi

the

the SuptrPLT has

"Wedge* 1:BASIC4tnmmind] CanonvmSupn-PETloCBM files.
SOURCE CREATORS Utility - disanembler. instrutlions in
cluded.

\N II LOI KSM1 Illi'

IUMPY.P

COMISI

I nlin

EM HIES

I ii!.-I ,,^,,,...111. Ir.iu

Gime~-Frogge>-4=lell,

[UI.K

NOT BAH; HOOT.(.

S=ui» 2=down

This file will load and e.euite "NOT

BASIC AID BT.
NOT BASIC AIDS*

Iliisisnol 'BASICAID" (iiscill of the
commands a try and yuu will certainly

MORSECODUKKY.P

t» DATA UIIMIimU
Ham Radio- Pr*lie- Mi.rwC«le|need

Al i> !>!'

II you make any enhancement-,,

please send IB a copy.

Play iEi,imt the slot machine. Loads anil
EirtiHD "SLOT. DATA" and

-SLOT.

Aunnbler-Convert hw nuchitie code

Sound Box).

OTUELLO.P

Game-Play Othello Jgaimt Ihc com

FAPE INDEX.P

puter. RfS 10U to sun
fast tape forward program -set for 3.5K
programs I'm- this program lo SAVE
and LOAD wand (mm upe. By reselling
ihe preset fasl forward lime, lirger pro

Thi> ;■, tbe nura t.-ir br "NO I BASIC

grams ■ an be sloied

I VI'KWRITEK IC.F
1 VPEWiUTER 1D.I*
rVPEWRTR-INST.Z

El«ironir IvprwriHr d« ■«)'« and 2I«2
Electronic irpevTittT be wa/4fe:t/802rl.
Iruttniclloni lor the Electronic Typo-

SLOT PRG
WIHKf.vniRDC.

ITm fill? h loaded and used by "SLOT-C".
This file is loarj^ and used by "SLOT.C"
Shoot down ihe helicopters belore they

NORTHCASTLE STRUCTURED BASIC

Similar loWiterloo Structured BASIC

Versions are aKo aviilahle (or C-M and VIC 30

c-scape off the screen- Any helicopters
thll ilip past you "ill kill yon. A ([[eat

+ VERSION I 7 +

-See "STB INSTRUCT.Z" lur inslruc-

I- .r I.- !i i i i ihe author who bnxighl us ill
•WET E'AINT".

* |l Nr. I'W4 +

- I'his

all <>l the <Aj«ti before they ram you.
brouKhl us all -WET PAINT".
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"ill

RUN

Waterloo

H ASIC programs Some Wjler loo BASIC

\ Rreat f^ame in which you mu^t deMruy
Anolhergreat game [rum the aulhorwhn

program

VrilPETMOCJ.P

buK> are filed.
PET Structured

BASIC al

NCSTL Looping
NCSTL Seletlio

:le
i ■

•■

i ■

NCSTL Prooniu resource. ode
Utility-Lot your d& directories |n<a

into larger files with a listing if d,

..1

Sequential data tilt - ejumplefllt ol ill
disk from -LIBRARY LOCA.P" pi

(V)TC: October 84
PLANETS INST.V
PLANETS.V

Conlalra

information about il

RnnnirKlnkaon(V)TC

In-liiuhoiis lor-I'LANETS V

Visual picture of plane

la It.

the nut
WRWNUKR INST.V

Iwtroct

WOKIJF1NDEH.V

Won] starch pmc. Yini huilti ■j;t i ■■ 1 ■ ■ J up

for-WORUFlNUEK V"

10 IS X l-i punle. Ihenthc compuler findl
the word you wish to find

NIGHTMARE.V

Hnmon™ mathinc bngiugc pragrun
Load and run then enter all ihe BASIC

FINANCES RK.V
FUGUE.V
TEASERS KK V
BRAIN BENDER IV

Anotrin k'"I loan ud imcrcst otic.
Run but be prepared to wall a minulc

Then lit tack and nich.

This >.-rne is iimilur to Trivial Pursuit.
Take a peck at this, if you dare, but don't
I«uditilyouare3t)orderlinepvychu|>alhk
hacker.

BRAIN BENDER a V
SUPER KIGHT.V
DRAGON POWER V
SHERIW.V

View this for another !anBh'
Custom character demn.
Samcasabove.
Sameas.bove.

EN1 r.KHRIZh V

Same as above.

SPIDER KE.SCUK.V

Resow people from spiders. Watch nut
lor ihe list moving lo. lile lama.

SPia.V
CHAR INSTBX.V

Used by above Rame.
ProKiammable character s,-i lor French

alphabet. Instructions Included in proKratn.

EXP Df.MO 1

Used by above.

DEMO I

Usedhyabi.se.

EXP Df.MO Z
DEMO 2

Used by above.
Used by above.

KX I'DEMOS

Used by above.

DEMO ^

Used by abuve.

EXP DEMO A
DF.MO ■!

Used by above.
Used by above.

rAPE D1RECT0RY.V Very e^odmulti-page dimlory with on-

UNUSUAL ENOING.VA roiher fanny prog with, as ihe name
PADDLE NOISE V
LOTTO MW.V

OBf CHANGER.V
GEMINI PRINT.V

IWUI SVS

Require! piddles.
Requires printer- randomly picks num-

ben

If you can figure this oi.emii. In us in on
Prinli directo

TINY IJIRECTORV.V Kequircs a pr
LPRECORDT1MEK V Can be used w iih primer Calculaimi
for an album.

12-TONEMUSIC.V

I'ljy. masb based

old Scho

berg's piano suile

FRENCH ID1SK|V
FRENCH iTAl'El V

TramlilorEns/Fr. Kr/Eng Very good.
Trarulilor Eng/Fr. Kr/Eng Very good.

FRENCH DISK BK.V
FRENCH 2 BK.V
BK.V

V.
Same as above with more «ordi.
rile u«d by "FRENCH (DISK) BK V
Rio uwd by "FRENCI11 DISK I *K V

t.V

PRG".

Sl.l.l 1JA1A

NCSTL Setup s( uitectHle.

usoal t-ndinB.

Shooting guile- RUN 100

aRiee (The'FLIP'(iimmand iiRrcat!)

NBA M SRC PAL

l>=right

KILL THE BIRD.P

MACHINE CODE.P

jjid Gin on (C)TC.

IIBKAKY l.dtlA.l*

In .1 if Ihetip-

SMITH"

(.mi I jiii- iii lurrrialiuTi about the pnij-mnn

MH PROCEDURE.A

I.IST-MEiVjT'M

GRAPHIC DEWAR+.PD*mo-Cr»pbIi pallemjuainECommo-

[.IM-MH'.IICL

»TB SELECTION A

|>ends i<> f:i ■■^! irn .1 Jr i ■!■!■. in memory.

DutfieU

(C)TC: October 84

STBSETUP.A
sill LOOPING^

I! disl'iaprl

<,n(P|TL>.

liMIM I>R(H.R.\M

n,sdiikaistmbUJanddt!cnbtd}orTPUGSapt,Pf:ruitnbyRi!l

NCSTL Commu i-l Analvs.- r sotineiotlr.

Lisa the data iil« produced pravlowl

■ir>»lruel.e«mone"SEQ Some documentation for the above
two programs

fTB COMMAND.A

aiealw contained on this dak.
NOSTKASSI.ATOK C This program -ill allow you to UK pro-

pOMnl ts-|»'sa V, Ihio move is posuiblr.

monitor lor the 6809 tide of the
StrporPET. tiiei all the Waterloo

bTBINITIALA

ami a data file. NtcrR1-s thew data fil

A wtont niose tan he l

PRO An exploratory tool, with hools loi
added capability in this utmded

STBPALWB.P

l- at tsaoo.

NCSTL PAL Aj .embier lil Bit 17000
NCSTL PAL As gxnbler lil Eat 19000
NCSTL Inhialii ■ sourer c<

uv of more than 60 sequential files [hat

These iwo programs ate made available by ISPUCi.

"UIM1B80S*

NCSTL PAL Aw ambler fil ! at %»*H.

encounler beings from another world
Clood luck. .
F.NCmiNTER.C makes

SKI EDITOR IP
hh

STBPALfiDOOP
STBPAL7000.P

disk logger lo produce a disk U/% pn

The source code.
The linker command file

Some propam internah dim

progntn

\(.SILI'A1. As

dual drive). I'srsan upgraded ver-ion

It may interfere -ith API. worlspacev

PKC. The load mndule. Aotml Irom Ihe

\»(j|Ikt sample

STBPAL3800P

all of Ihe features of your C-ftt

of information that will aid you in using

OTHELK) FOR2.P

"key1.2.mod"

prognnt

This is an adventure game in which you

Education-Creale% riASlClim-sanilap-

!!

BINARY SEARCH Z

Another aample

ENCOUNTER.C

Eduation— Ilisuinram ofcUss marks.

SEQ
SEQ

FOR.NEX1

program

MAIU.C

UATACRFATOkP

■keyl.2.aim"kcyl.2.cmd"

NCSTL Slnictm ed BANK

|e»n".
This lile conuim a lot nf tips and bils

SID chip ptiy "Billie

CLASS H1STOCEM P

mentor? 17M0

program

LhttD 10 your

replacing the sumJard Waterloo rouline. It provides enhanced

"17
1

SIMPLE./.

cuired BASIC Irutnic-

B1LUE |f.AN

chancier definitions as well as belter keyboard bourne conlri.l
fust load Irani Ihe menu at sun uptime, the rouline will sit in high

ojied as pin oil be OS/9 project. It works very s.ellontheSuperPET.

SiirtiMjstli S'ln

1'lility- Anolhe r copy pro gram.
NCSTLMrurtur. il BASIC ■

This lik- loath and executes "B1LLIE

lef.onyou.«f«n.

This prvptm hi wnllt* fir Brad BfonuUM and Avigdor Moat.

j. above

HfU.fr. BOOT.C

mand processor (liisi line of Ihe dis
play) and aMjuil the other terminal

This program it a Keyboard driver program which has been (level-

PET Structured BASIC at 13800 RUN

ai above.

ttoni-RUN

lirr\"
Thil lile loath and e.ecults -ROCKY 1

b2K

ihe wive form pattern scroll right 10

STB INSTRUCT.Z

CiHOSTBUSTERS

settings using Ihe interactive com

other termini!, sit back and witch

I1

FAST COPY-AU-P

dcmo.mod. Then select ihc terminal

accordingly. Enter h character on the

-IIS V'-'iHtlN

the M,nK you wjiii to play.

quirHl by Ihese routines, (or rcvilu1 ion in the link step.
md'SEQ Cwnmand lile fat linking these iou-

STB GOOD RUN .P

This file loads and executa ■GHOSTBUSTERS".
Listen to your SMI chip play "Chmlbus-

r.HOSTBOOT.C

Moves Ihe wave form one position
left.

Sfll 3800 HUN .P

■nddtipliy the names of only the muifc
Ihc liuir thni corrapondslothetllleof

SuperPET metling, using two SuperPFfs: one in straight pa"

twmi .sy.s

9*4096

the start address ol alt ol ihc pioRrams
pioKiamv From Ihcrc- you <a<i |>iay any
,A ihe i.msii proBrmnu luu by pressing

communications software This program was deroommied »l a

*7(*» sva

STB PET 6000 .P

son^Mhai were crated usingMaaa1 Comi IIh- n.n /Hi" SEP.

Structured BASIC . ,i

7* 411%

This [irr^raro w,M allow you to play

tile used by ERENC1K Disk ami rape)

rK ACCPKAC.V

This program is dtiigned lo lest what

DRUM BOOGIE.V

A music prog-very amusing

O CANADA V

A very familiar King. Dorrt forKei to

PERCENT CHART.V

Educauorul utility for akubiini pw

you have learned in theab^iveprL^ums

Disk S49.95 USA Funds
$69.95 Canadian

F*atur*s:
Unlimited Upload/Download

Single Keystroke ID ft

Programs and T»xt

Pcmword

Adjustable Trantlata

Four Programmable Function

Tablet
Formatted Lines

Keys
Echo Mode

VT-52 Cursor Controls

Auto-Answerback for Telex

Auto-Recall of User

Break Key
X-on/X-off Flow Control
Review, Rearrange, Print Files

Parameter!

Full Modem Control
Screen Print Online
Built-in Disk Commands

Tlme-of-Day Display

Dealer Availability

Commodore 64*

Call (705) 437-3187

MICFOTECHIMIC

SOLUTIONS*

40 or 80 Columns*

Operates With Manual, Intelli
gent, or 1650-Compatible Mo

B & R ENTERPRISES INC., PEFFERLAW,
ONT. L0E1N0

dems

Alarm Timer
Shift/Lock

J

1 0% discount for TPUG MEMBERS . . .

•80 Columns with Data 20XL 80 Columns
Board & Batteries Included 80 Column Board.

•Commodoie 64 regureced nodemork

of Commodore Business Moc nines Inc

SUPERPET OWNERS RESERVE YOUR OS-9

TPUG will implement the popular 6809 operating system
"OS/9" on the SuperPET. OS/9 greatly expands software
availability and the hardware capabilities of this computer
while at the same time preserving access to the Waterloo
languages and programs.

The cost of OS/9 to club members will be around $ 1 50

(U.S.), which will include the cose of a hardware modifica

tion that will not affect the normal operation of the Super
PET. Two board SuperPETs require a simple hardware
modification —we provide instructions. To reserve your

copy please mail $68.09 to TPUG. (I912A Avenue Rd.,

Suite I, Toronto Ont., M5M 4A1. Canada). In the unlikely

event that TPUG does not proceed with OS/9, your deposit
will be refunded.

What does OS/9 offer?
simplicity and command style of Commodore BASIC;

' Multi-tasking and multi-user environment:
those available in

MS DOS 2.O.;

* Time and date stamp for all directory entries (files):
* File access privileges may be restricted by the owner of

a file.

Extensive software is available for OS/9 most of which will
run on the SuperPET.

mand (shell) library monitor, symbolic debugger

Available Languages (compilers) include BAS1C-09. Pas
cal, CIS-COBOL, C Language... and others.
Available Application Programs: Word processors, busi
ness, inventory and accounting applications.
Public Domain: Software, relational database and spread

sheets, extensive public domain software and documentation
TPUG will acquire public domain software and assist users
in the conversion of commercial software to Commodore
format.

Portability and Expandability
* SuperPET OS/9 programs will run on all OS/9-based

* A true operating system with UNIX features and the

* Multi-level directories similar to

The OS/9 package includes an assembler, editor, com

microcomputers.

* OS/9 will run hard disks and parallel drives.
* There will be source code compatibility to versions of
OS/9 that are planned for the Motorola 68000.

For information call TPUG Inc. (416)782-8900
(416)782-9252
For Technical Information
Gerry Gold (416) 667-3159 / 225-8760
Avy Moise (416) 667-3954 / 667-9898

limited number of copies will be available.

Book Review
BASIC COMMODORE 64 BASIC
By James S. Coon
Hoyden Book Co.

250 pages, (price ?}
This is a good teaching book for beginners.
Ii contains a few programs, all fully an
notated, and builds them slowly and sys
tematically into larger and more elaborate
units. When the programs begin to grow
too large, sections are separated out for
special treatment or explanation. Arrows

direct attention to the key points in the
listings which are being discussed. It's easy
on the reader.
I like the style of the code. In most cases, it
is simple and short, although ihere is one
thing I don't like: single statements per
line. While this probably makes a book

easier to read, it is more work to type the
programs in and subsequently harder to

read them on the screen, unless you have
'POWER1 or something similar lo scroll
the listings.

Major sections end with a subsection called
Programmer's Corner, where additional
details about the material already discussed

is presented. Here also is a list of suggested
problems lo solve, to which the answers arc

given in the back of the book. One minor
problem: while the organization of the book
is flawless, the answer section is hard to
follow. The programs are sideways: one
sees four quadrants when the book is open

and it is hard to tell where logo in order to
continue. The typesetting, however, is very
clear and there are no number zero/letter
'O' or number one/letter T ambiguities.
The few graphics characters in the text are

clear. The chapters and sub-chapters are
clearly labelled. The index is vast and seems
to be correct. The table of contents is quite
clear and descriptive.

Most of the material is standard BASIC
and, with a few exceptions having to do
with files (discussed below), the informa

tion seems correct. There is one deviation
from the standard: using a POKE 198 to
clear the keyboard buffer before GET
or INPUT. I know it is a recent C-64 fad lo

use that POKE, but I can't think of one
good reason to use it in preference to nor

mal BASIC commands. No harm done,
really, but it stands out in an otherwise

One feature that stands out is that routines

tion given

that tend to make a mess of the computer

between the items being written.

(graphics!) have nice, clean exits. Many
other books require you to use STOP/
RESTORE to quit a program, but not this

one. I like that. However, there is little
guidance provided to help you cope with

files.

It discusses what they are for, how to build
them and how to maintain them. The little

The syntax of the disk commands is all

routines use error channel checking cor
rectly. The programs show how to write

and read data. I have one objection to
the method used: the programs write and

read the counting variable. This is OK for
small amounts of data, but in larger pro

jects it is preferable to use ST. However,
that's a point the readers can learn later.

There are some problems with the sequen
tial File chapter (disk only!) and the appen
dix about the disk commands.

File writing commands are given correctly.
and while I haven't typed in the programs
I see no reason to expect that they won't
work. However, don't follow the sugges

Commodore books. Numbers, arrays, char
graphics and sound are covered well.
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right for the single drives, but even so I
would have preferred to see that zero for
the drive number included. The disk just

works belter wilh it. The Initialize com
mand isn't covered quite correctly: the
author suggests to use it infrequently ami
says that T restores the drive to its con
dition at power up.
I recommend this book highly to any per
son who is learning about BASIC and the

C-f>4. If you already have experience on

the C-fi-1, you can perhaps slill profit from
some clear talk, but it will be most useful
for the range of users from beginner through
intermediate. Tl'UG

— Elizabeth Deal

Supercharge vour
Programmii
Add far greater speed and versatility to
your C64r or VIC-201 with Micol
Systems' extraordinary new macro

assembler package - System M2000
Since machine language programs usually tun 40-60 limes
faster than their BASIC counterparts, this inexpensive package
is like buying a more powerful computer at a fraction of the cost.
A professional system that even the novice will find easy to use.
it assembles kilobyte files m seconds and is one of Ihe most
powerful macro assemblers available.

Bu! it's more than just an assembler Your programming will be
simplified wilh such well designed programming tools as a Text
Editor which has all the handy features allowing you to create your

programs easily and a machine language Monitor, a sophis
ticated debugging tool anfl complete man to machine
language interface.

The package is 100% machine code and fully
copyable for your convenience. Available on disk or
cassette.

Do you already have an Assembler?
if so. you need MICOL MON. the Mighty Machine
Language Monitor — the super debugger from
System M2000. sold separately.
Available for C64 and Apple II on Disk. Priced
lower than most games.
Available at finer computer outlets. For the dealer
nearest you call:
Toll Free 1-800-225-2774
Canada: Access Computer Services (416)736-4402

acter strings, bigh-resolution graphics, sprite

also the curious assertion that error 50 tells

The chapter on sequential files is well done.

The authordescribes many featuresof each

adds to the material that is contained in the

commands aren't mentioned), but there is

about the end of file. This just isn't so:
error T>0 has nothing to do with sequential

U.S.A.:

cises for them, and generally clarifies and

File expansion is done by rewriting a tile.
which is OK, (the COPY and APPEND

typing errors in this kind of program.

non-gimmicky book.
command, shows their uses, provides exer

in the text lo send commas

Kapri International (818)768-7888

Toll Free 1-800-268-1238
Micol Systems, 100 Graydon Hall Dr.,

Suite 2301, Don Mills. Ont. Canada M3A 3A9
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BATTLESTATIONS...!
BATTLESTATIONS...!
I
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Commodore 64 '
Disk $24 95

TYPING TUTOR + WORD INVADERS
REVIEWERS SAY:

"This
is the best typin9 tuior
we have seen yet; ♦ ♦ ♦ * - "
INFO-64

COMMODORE-64

"Computer aided instruction ai
its best."

DISC GAMES

$9.99!

":al rrakl"!f' lyp'n9 practice an
en]oyable pastime instead of
boring drudgery"

or less

DILITHIUM PRESS

Raled Ihe BEST educational
program (or the VIC 20
Creative Computing

VIC-20

CUSTOMERS SAY:
". . . delighled with my son's
progress ... he is the only one in his second grade class
who touch lypes at the computer."

GAMES

$7.99!

Commander

'Tnis is an excellent program

"Your Typing Tutor is an excellent program . . . our 4

children literally wail in line to use it."

or less

"Thoroughly satisfied, can'! believe how fast I've learned to
type. I've never typed before."
In daily use by schools across the USA.

"/ MASTERTRONIC, hereby
declare war on the high flying,
high priced, computer game

NEW! Commodore Plus/4 or 16

Tape $21.95 Disk $24.95

VIC-20 (unexpanded)

Tape $21.95

IFR (FLIGHT SIMULATOR)

Banditrons! I bring you

REALISTIC AIRCRAFT RESPONSE
"Has a quality of realism which
sets M apart from others, even
those I've lested in (light school."

computer games from another

galaxy at earth shattering
prices! Spectacular high

i

t

landed at participating retail
stores."
For additional information contact
BULLOCK INDUSTRIES LTD., 60 Bullock
Drive, Unit 5, Markham, Ontario L3P 3P2.
Telephone 416-471-5858.

Compute's Gazette

"Greal program!"

INFO-64

"It is tremendous fun."
Compute's Gazette

quality games like: CHILLER,
BMX RACER, NEUTRON

ZAPPER and MAGIC CARPET!
Our Supply Ships have

.. .Tape $21.95 Disk S24.95

Commodore 64

"Flight tesled by an air traffic
controller, two skilled pilots and
an elementary school class.
Highly recommended by all."
Midnite Gazette
"This is an unbelievably realistic

simulation of the difficulties
facing a pilot in instrument (ty
ing. I'm a 747 pilot and I think thai this simulation coulct do
a lol to improve Ihe reactions and instrument scan habits

of even very experienced pilots."

NEWI Commodore Plus/4 or 16

747 pilot

Tape or Disk $29.95

Commodore 64

Tape or Disk S29.95

VIC-20 {unexpanded)

Cartridge $39.95

\^ A ^VJJJJ^^^J

UVill/CIII mt

P.O. Box 6277

Shipping and hanalrng Si 00 per

order CA residents add 6% tax

San Rafael, CA 94903

(415) 499-0850

The Beginner And The Disk: Part Six
Or Things Mother Commodore Never Told You

File Organization
Files can be organized in different ways. Computer types will

David A. Hook
Barrie, ON
Copyright ©1984 David A. Hook
Our previous five instalments have considered the disk commands:

now it's time to turn to the subject of files. BASIC programs often
contain embedded information: an address book program, for
example, might include a series of DATA statements to contain the
various pieces of information about each individual. When the
program is SAVKd. the DATA items go with it.
So far so good —but perhaps you have a Christmas card list that

dazzle you with terminology: sequential, relative or direct, and
indexed. You already know that tape is a sequential medium
only —you cannot gel the fifth tune on an audio tape until you
have passed over the ones preceding.

Disks can be organized sequentially too. They offer the additional
advantage that they can be accessed randomly. With random (also
called 'direct') organization, we can fetch an individual record
without having to look at any others. On your audio turntable you
can move the tone-arm directly to the fifth tune with little extra
effort.

be both redundant and, if the list is at all long, extremely time

Indexed organization is only possible with disk, and employs an
index to allow recovery of the stored records in either sequential

consuming. What we want instead is a method of storing data thai

or random order.

could use the same data. Re-entering the DATA statements would

will enable more than one program to get at them.
That means using files. Learning how to prepare and access files is

not as complex as you may have been told. In fact, due to the
interactive nature of BASIC, you don't even need a program to
write them!
Definitions

Before we can use a file, it must be OPENed. just like our real
world file cabinet. Since many files can be used simultaneously, we
assign each one a 'file number' in its OPEN statement. The number,
which is usually in the range 1-127, appears immediately after the
word'OPEN' in the OPEN statement. Afterwards tlie machine will

Before we delve into the topic further we ought to provide defini
tions of several terms:
Kile. n.

File Numbers and OPEN

Instrument, usually of steel with rough
ened surface(s). for reducing or smoothing
objects.

know which file you are referring to whenever this number is
called.

Device Numbers
The OPEN statement in BASIC must serve to communicate with
all the external devices that the computer is connected to, so you

Record, t\.

Flat plate-like object, usually of plastic,
for playback of audio signals.

can understand that more information is necessary.

Field, n.

Piece of ground, especially one used for

the devices address, or unit number', as a bare minimum. Here

pasture or tillage, and usually bounded
by hedges, etc.

My mother always told me to look it up in the dictionary, but
perhaps the Concise Oxford is not the one to use on this occasion.

Consulting a data processing reference instead, we see:
File, n.

A collection of one or more records.

Record n.

A collection of fields related to a specificunit of information.

Field, n.

A unit of data within a record.

The definitions may seem a little circular, but they aren't really.
Koran address file, we have information about a number of people

(the records). Within each record there may be a number of fields
(first name, last name, street address, phone number, etc.). Each

field is one unit of the data and can be represented by a BASIC
variable, whether string or numeric. So the field is the 'atom': the
smallest unit of data we're likely to be interested in.
A filing cabinet might be organi/.ed similarly. It might contain
several files; among them, perhaps, an invoice file. In the invoice
file folder, we will have a number of records (the individual

customer invoices). The individual invoice records contain sev

Depending on which unit is involved, this information must include
are the common device number allocations:

Unit PET/CBM

VIC 20/C-64

Keyboard

Keyboard

Tape # I

Tape

Tape #2

RS232Port (Modem)

Screen

Screen

Printer

Printer

Modem or Alternate Printer Alternate Printer

Disk Drive

Disk Drive

Alternate Disk Drive

Alternate Disk Drive

Secondary Addresses
If you refer to earlier articles, you will notice that our disk com
mands have required a third value, as part of OPEN. This is the
'secondary address'. When commands rather than data arc sent to

the disk, the secondary address always has the value 15.
For data files on disk, use secondary addresses from 2-1-1, and make

sure that the value chosen is not currently in use elsewhere in the
program.

With tape data files, the secondary address you use denotes whether

eral fields (customer name, customer address, product, unit cost,

the file is being opened for reading or writing. Use a value of 0

etc.). So the organization of data files with a computer follows real

(zero) for reading and a value of 1 (one) to signify a file is to be

world practice quite closely.

written.
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Filenames

CLOSE The File

Disk data files must have a name, else how could you ever locate

Since the buffers are likely to have some data in them, we must be

the data again? Tape allows you the option of no file name, but use
one anyway. Once iwo such files exist, how do you know what is
contained on the tape?

sure they're empty when we are finished with the file. This is

The disk file name may not exceed sixteen characters, and you

This will wrap things up neatly, and make sure the last of the data

must send with it a couple more identifiers: what type of data file

you're working with, and whether you want to read or write.
Ii's long past lime for a real example:
OPEN 2, 8, 3, "O:STUFF,SEQ,WRITE"

OPEN 2, 8, 3, "0:STUFF,S,W"
The sequential data file called'STUFF'is being opened for writing

on Drive#0 (of a dual drive). The disk drive is device #8. Our file

number is 2, to which we'll refer frequently. The secondary address

where the CLOSE statement is essential:
CLOSE 2
is not banished into limbo. CLOSE is very important.

Reading the File
Although we can write to a file in direct mode, we cannot read Irom

it without a program. The reason is that the buffer used to hold the
data we're reading is the same one used to store direct commands.
Make your choice of OPEN statements. The first two, for disk, are

exactly equivalent. The third is for use with (ape:

chosen was 'T, and we won't need to do anything more with it

100 OPEN 6, 8, 6, "O:STVFF,SKQ,READ"

again. In fact we could have chosen '2' with no conflict, but'3' is just
as good. Whichever we have chosen, we'll note it and not use it for

100 OPEN 6, 8. 6, '0:STUFF,S,R"

another file in (his program.
To open a (ape data file, use the following syntax:
OPEN 2, 1. 1, "STUFF"

The file number is again number '2' and the device number for
tape is T\ The latter T is the secondary address to indicate we're

going to write a data file. The filename is the same.

Create a Sequential File
Now it's your turn. Get out a fresh tape or disk (formatted) and

mount it in the drive. Issue the appropriate OPEN command from

100 OPEN 6, 1, 0. "STUFF"
Here's the rest of the program:

L10 INPUTS6, AJ
120 SS = ST
130 PRINT AS
140IFSS = 0THEN 110

150 CLOSE 6

By changing the filename, this program will read most sequential
files for you, and display their contents on the screen. We'll leave il
as an exercise for you to follow the logic.

above.

See you next month. If you have any comments or questions on this

With tape, you'll first get the familiar PRESS RECORD & PLAY

editor. TPUG

message. Thirteen seconds later the READY message appears on
the screen. The data file header has now been stored on the tape.

or the olher articles in the series, please forward them through the

With disk, the drive activity light will come on and stay tit. indicat

ing that the file is ready to accept data. The READY message will
show on the screen.
From here on the procedure is the same for tape and disk both.

Writing Data
Enter the following lines in direct mode, pressing RETURN after
each entry:
PRINT#2,"IT IS REALLY EASY TO WRITE A "

PRINT#2,"DATA FILE TO TAPE. THESE ARE "
PRINT#2,"STRING LITERALS, BUT A "
PRIXT#2,"VARIABLE IS JUST AS EASY TO "
PRINT#2."WRITE TO THE FILE. YOU JUST "

PRINT#2,"IDENTIFY ITS NAME AFTER THE "
PRINT#2,"C0MMA. USE ONLY ONE VALUE PER'"
PRINT#2,"LINE, OR ELSE YOU ARE ASKING "

PRINT#2,"F0R TROUBLE! NOTE THAT THE "
PRINT#2,"TAPE OR DISK DOESN'T MOVE "

PRINT#2,"AFTER EVERY LINE IS TYPED."

The computer has a cassette buffer in RAM to hold the data
temporarily. After 191 characters or more, the tape must be written
and the buffer emptied to make room for the new characters. That
doesn't happen until the "COMMA. . ." line.
The disk buffer is within the disk's RAM, and can hold 254 data
characters. The data are written from this buffer, onlo the diskette,

after the "TAPE OR. . ." line has been received.
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Jim Butterfield

SECRETS IN SOFTWARE
Copyright €.1984Jim Butterfield. Permission
to reprint is hereby granted, provided this

bly similar to EasyScript". Pirate: "Purely

signature. It exists in all Microsoft BASIC

accidental: I suppose that to achieve the

6502 versions that I have examined, and I

notice is included in the reprinted material.

same type of word processing performance,

sometimes wonder if a comparable bug has

I ended upwriting similar code". Prosecutor:

been deliberately placed in other proces

"What about the music?" Pirate: "What

sor implementations.

When is a bug not a bug:1 When it's there
deliberately. Bui why would anyone put a

deliberate bug into a program!' To posi
tively identify it. To give the program an

unmistakable 'signature'.
I was once (old thai there's only one sure

fire way to copyright a program. Here's
how you do it: within the program, you

write a small original poem. It doesn't have
anything to do with the program, but it's
there in memory. If anyone produces illicit
copies of your program, you now have a

guaranteed way of going after them. The
law isn't completely clear on what consti
tutes program theft, but it's very specific
about the iheft of artistic works such as

poetry. According to my advisor, you can
get the thief for stealing your poem.

I can't say if that's correct legal advice, but
it does draw attention to an interesting side

light of identifying a program for copy
right purposes. You can embed things in a

program that are not useful, but that may
be highly visible if the program is stolen.

music?" Prosecutor: "Your honour, I give
you exhibit X ... press key Fl, then CTRL-T.
Pandemonium in the courtroom as music
issues from the computer system.

Such features should normally be kept secret

Here's how it works on Commodore com
puters: if you type 350800 into the com
puter in any line number context, the com
puter will behave erratically and perhaps
crash when this line number reference is

by the author, of course, so thai a knowl

reached. In other words, LIST3f)U800 will

edgeable pirate will leave them in place,

do the deed; or GOSUB350800; or the num

thus unmistakably tipping off the program's

ber 350800 followed by a BASIC statement.

true source. Some features, such as the

Note that it's quite OK to say X = 3r>0800;

EasyScripi music, become fairly well known

the number is only poisoned when used as

to users. But more than one curious feature

a line number.

can be embedded into a single program.
Finding all the signatures can be a very
difficult job, since some of it is hidden within
the code itself.

The same thing happens on other brands
of computer, but a different number is
needed to do the job. The reason for the
system failure is very complex, but it doesn't

Microsoft, who wrote the original version

seem accidental. It looks like a signature to

of BASIC that is used in Commodore

me.

machines, was very strong on signature

protection. Embedded in all early PET
BASIC versions — and BASIC in many other
computer systems — was the word 'MICRO
SOFT!' complete with exclamation point.

Some time ago, I finally sent in this anom

aly as a "bug report' to Commodore. I have
noticed that the bug has been removed from

the newest Commodore products (B system,
Commodore I(> and Plus 4). It's been there

Within certain programs you may find

It was very difficult to find, since it was
hidden within a sequence of floating point

poems, names, music, and even jokes. They

constants used for trigonometric function

may be completely hidden —only a mem
ory inspection by a knowledgeable person

evaluations. To make it even tricker. there

Sometimes quirks are there for a reason.

were random high bits sprinkled over the

And sometimes bugs have a purpose.

would reveal them, since they might be

message. Most people looking through the

encrypted. On the other hand, in some

ROM logic would skip this area: it didn't

programs it is possible to invoke the secret

disassemble, and seemed to be totally mathe

message or other activity that has been bur

matical in nature.

ied there. A message may appear, a tune
might play, or the system might crash if a

particular sequence of keys is pressed.

the game away. In the Commodore PET's
Upgrade ROM (some call it ROM 2 and

some BASK; 3), a key sequence was added

one of these might decide that the program

to allow this to be displayed. On that machine

author has a quirky sense of humour, or

only, typing WAIT6502,10 would cause the

has missed a bug. That could be, of course.

MICROSOFT! message to print ten times.

planted to allow thefts to he spotted.

the message 'Commodore Basic', and no
where in the documentation could you find

whether he slipped it in for fun or for more

the name of Microsoft. But they had slipped

their signature in there.
Perhaps it was a mistake to make their sig

Important message to all

BBS users

^

The new telephone number is.. .
(416}782-9534
Its operating hours are. . .

24 hours per day.

nature too visible. Certainly, Commodore

7 days per week.

made sure that it was removed when they

The password is. . .

produced BASIC 4.0 and subsequent ver
sions of BASIC.

You can imagine how a court case might

A few years ago, I ran across another bug in

go. Prosecutor: "Your program is remarka

BASIC that might be intended to serve as a
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"That's just my signature". Tl'UG

moved again!

found the key sequence that causes it to
play the Land of Hope and Glory theme
[rom Elgar's Pomp and Circumstance. It's a

serious purposes.

can try looking nonchalant and saying,

The TPUG BBS has

tridge for the Commodore 64 may have

asked the program author, Simon Tranmer,

crashes and a user complains about it, you

In my ROM memory maps, I called ihis
like a joke: the computer powered up with

type as you listen to the music. I've never

So, next time you have a program that

piece of coding 'Microsoft joke'. It seemed

Those of you who have the EasyScript car

nice arrangement, and you can continue to

how I feel a sense of loss.

It might be there yet; but Microsoft gave

The casual observer who stumbles across

Often, however, the feature is deliberately

since the first Commodore computers. Some

BURLAP

JOIN THJG
The largest Commodore Users Group
Benefit from:
Access to library of public domain software for C-64.

EDIT/ASM II
Designed to help you

VIC 20 and PET/CBM

create and modify 6502

Magazine (10 per year) with advice from

COMPLETE EDITOR-ASSEMBLE!*
PACKAQC FOR VOUH

Assembly Language
Programs on the Com

Jim Butterfield

modore 64 Computer.

David J-iook
On Screen Help

Borge Cnrisiensen

System to assist you in

TPUG yearly memberships:
Regular member (attends meetings)

using all commands

available . . . add,

Associate (Canada)

-135.00 Cdn.
-$25,00 Cdn.
-125.00 Cdn.

Associate (U.S.A.)

-$25.00 U.S.

delete, directory, disk,

Student member (full-time, attends meetings)

assemble, calculate,

- $30,00 Ctln.

Associate (Overseas —sea mail)

-MU.OOtJ.S.

Associate (Overseas —air mail)

-S45.00 U.S.

edit, find, help, insert,
list, load, merge, new,
plist, quit and save.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:

Send $1.00 for an information catalogue
(tell us which machine you use!)

On Disk

ONLY $28.95
Suite 210
5950 Coles des neiges
Montreal. Quebec H3S 1Z6
Canada

TPUG

To:

DEFT. A,
1912A AVENUE KD., SUITE 1,
TORONTO, ONTARIO

CANADA M5M4A1

C.O.D.. money order or cheque
Dealer and distributor inquiries invited.

Write for our FREE catalog.
Send us your programs. We publish software.

COMMODORE VIC 2O GAMES
Exciting new games . . .

Clearance SALE up to 75% off LIST PRICE
NUFEKKOP GAMES, with GREAT SOUND, ACTION, COLOUR, GRAPHICS. Exciting games top notch values even at list

price, great for all ages, from 5 to 75. All Cassettes . .. FOR VIC 20 no extra memory needed. IMMEDIATE DBJVERY

LJST PRICE

DISCOUNT PRrCE

ALIEN PANIC
ANTIMATTER SPLATTER

S24.95
S29.95

$6.95
$7.95

EXTERMINATOR

S39.95

$9.95

XRAZYKONG

124.95

$6.95

RACEFUN

$24.95

$6.95

MUSIC WRITER III
THE CATCH

S39.95
J29.95

$9.95
$7.95

KINGS RANSOM
TOTAL LIST PRICE

S39.95
$254.60

$9.95
SALE $66.60

TOTAL PRICE Mve n»oriy $300.00
PLEASE ADD $2.50 for shipping and hondling lor firsi game and SI. (of each
game ihereatler

FREE SHIPPING IF YOU ORDER ALL THREE GAMES OR odd $2.50
for shipping and handling for first gome $ 1.00 thereafter

8K MEMORY EXPANDER FOR VIC 20

VIC 20 8K MEMORY EXPANDER STANDARD PLUG IN CARTRIDGE
INCREASES MEMORY from 5,120 bytes to

13,312 bytes.

GOLD

PLATED CONTACTS. ONE YEAR WARRANTY PREMIUM GRADE
COMPONENTS. COMPLETE DOCUMENTATION.

REGULAR
SPECIAL

PRICE
PRICE

59.95
39.95

ONTARIO RESIDE NTS ADD 7% Provincial SoWi Tax ($3.85)
7% Provincial Soles To* lot Onlorio Reiidenli

EXTRA MEMORY VIC GAMES BY THE SAME MAKER NUFEKOP

DEFENDER ON TRI

LIST PRICE $29.95.

3D MAN
SPACE QUEST

DISCOUNT PRICE S7.95

$29.95
$29.95
TOTAl LIST PRICE

$7.95
$7.95

$89.95... DISCOUNT PRICE $23.85

WRITE
OR PHONE
FOR
COMMODORE
SOFTWARE

Handling and shipping charge! Add $5.00
MASTERCARD, VISA, MONEY ORDERS. PERSONAL CHECKS
PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED (w. daduct SI. for cost of call).

PHONE (705) 437-3187 or WRITE B & R ENTER
PRISES INC., PEFFERLAW, ONT. LOE 1N0

OUR
COhPLETE
MONEY
SAVING
PRICE
LIST
PRINTERS
PERIFlRALS
KO^ITORS
ETC

CAU. (705) 437-3187 PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED 9 AM TO 10 PM MON.-SAT. CAU (705) 437-3187

Deol«r INQUIRIES INVITED

ie...product parade.-.product parade.-.product parade
in this month's Product Parade we continue to present products

which, in most cases, were demonstrated for the first time at the
Electronic Show in Las Vegas last summer. The varietv of new soft
ware and hardware products for Commodore computers introduced

at Las Vegas show was so astonishing thai we feel we will be publishing
product announcements from the show in a few more issues of TPUG

Magazine. However, there will always be "last minute "news. We hope
this arrangement satisfies our readers. And manufacturers too!

ColorTone Keyboard

The ColorTone Keyboard runs on the Com

feature is the ability to link files between

from Waveform Corporation

modore 64, either independently with its

disks, giving the user unlimited document

own software, or with MusiCalc 1, also by

length.

Waveform, a software package that turns

the Commodore 64 into a three-voice syn
thesizer and step sequencer. A built-in cable
connects the ColorTone Keyboard to the
Commodore's 64 joystick port.

Prices: WRITE KILE-S49.95 U.S.; YOUR

HOME OFFICE-$49.95 U.S. More infor
mation is available at (714)771-4038 from
International Tri Micro at 1010 N.Batavia,
Unit G. Oranee CA 92667

Retail price: $79.95 U.S.ColorTone Keyboard
is available at computer and software spe
cialty stores, department stores and retail
chains.

For more information contact: Waveform
Corporation. 1912 Bonita Way, Berkeley,
The CoiorTone Keyboard consists of a touch-

CA 94704, (415)841-9866

musical harp, and 14 function keys. A user
makes selections with the help of color pic

tures describing the use of each function
keys. Driven by the keyboards accompany
ing software, the function keys let the user

for C-64 from International Tri Micro

THE WRITE FILE is an integrated word
processor and data base. Information can

choose among fight different instrument

sounds; play along with 12 different pre
set background songs; select one of 12 musi

records to be sorted into any order desired.

reports and letters. The data base allows
up to three fields in a single sort. Addi

ground accompaniment; and create com

tionally, the user can define parameters in

positions for later playback.

ortler to create sub-fiics. Reports can read

The ColorToneKeyboardhasbeen designed
for both adults and children who have had
no previous music training. To build up

their confidence the designers provided a
special feature which allows the beginner
to use the ColorTone Keyboard as "no-fault"

music system. In practice it means that the
user can play along with pre-programmed
melodies, without hitting dissonant notes.

However, more advanced user has a choice
of overriding the no-fault feature, com

pose without accompanying pre-recorded
scores, and adjust the tempo of the music.
Another significant feature of the keyboard
is that the program displays true musical
notat ion oti the screen as the user plays. At
the same time a piano graphic displays
which key is being played.
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respects, is very different from other com

puter languages. Some of its specific fea
• Interactive, structured program environ

THE WRITE FILE, YOUR HOMEOFFICE

be exchanged freely lo generate customized

cal scales to play in harmony with back

FORTH 61 is a powerful operating system
with a programming language that, in many

tures are as follows:

sensitive membrane keyboard with 2i> piano
like keys, a touch strip that performs as a

FORTH 64 from Handic Software Inc.

ment.

* Virtual memory makes creating a very
large program possible.
' A compact, compiled and extremely fast
code.
■ Functions in any numeric base.
• Extendable language structure; user
defined data and program structures are
easily definable.

• Text Editor and Macro Assembler included
in program.

the entire File or the selected sub-file only.

* Parts, or all of the program can be coded

YOU?'. HOMEOFFlCEisan integrated word

* Supports disk and printer I/O.
FORTH 64 is a standard fig-FORTH with
many extensions including double-precision

processor and spreadsheet. A windowing

capability allows data lo be viewed in one
screen, while working with another set of
data in another screen. The spreadsheet
lets the user reference data by cell name a.s
well as by cell coordinate. A convenient
feature, called 'block map', transfers the

contents of the spreadsheet to the word
processor to incorporate any portion of the
spreadsheet file into a report or letter.

in assembler.

arithmetic and file handling words. Spe
cial words allow dictionaries to be read and

written to cassette, with optional naming.
The program contains nearly 400 words
and can be continuously expanded by the
user.

FORTH 64 comes on a plug-in cartridge

and is available for C-64 and VIC 20 with

The word processing files ol both systems

3K of RAM

are completely compatible and oiler the

Price: $39.95 U.S. For more information

user many functions: enhanced printing,

block delete and insert, search and replace,
variable margin settings and page lengths,

pagination looters. A particularly useful

contact: Handic Software, 520 Fellowship

Rd., Suite B206, Mount Laurel, NJ 08054,
(609)866-1001

>roduct parade...product parade...product parade...pr<
ADVENTUREWRITER from Codewriter

levels of vocabulary] children can even

Babysitter Volume 2 from Soft Magic Cor

Corporation

reread adventures with more challenging

poration

ADVENTUREWRITER isa software pack

age that allows the user to design games by
programming in simple English. The user
is instructed how to proceed through a sys
tematic process of building a format and

asked to type in appropriate responses in
English.
Throughout the programming process,
ADVENTUREWRITER provides "open
windows" that allow the operator to build
new concepts into the game. Treasure

words.
ISS also has available Reading Skill Adven
tures with Tom Thumb for preschool through
grade two, and Reading Skills Adventures

with Masters of the Galaxy for grades three
through six.

Price: $35.93 Cdn. In Toronto area the Edu
cational Story Series are available in Coles
Books Stores. For more information contact:

International Software Systems, P.O. Box
5427, Richmond, VA 23220, (804)339-2211.

Babysitter Volume 2, for C-64, contains four

programs to teach preschoolers and early
school-aged children elementary skills in
numbers and logic.
Clarity Clock has three levels teaching chil
dren the skills required for telling time
both by the clock face as well as digitally.
This program also uses voice instructions
which do not require additional hardware
for use.

Krazy Kaleidoscope allows children to experi

hunting, jungle escapes, mazes, etc. can be

ment with colour and pattern designs.

designed by the user.

Monkev Maze is a maze manipulation skills

Once the game is set, ADVENTUREWRIT

STORY MAKER from Sierra On-Line

game that can be played from the keyboard

responses inlo computer language and the

or with a joystick.
Nutty Numbers, the last program, consists

game can be recorded on the user's own

of three different games to teach number

diskette.

logic.

ER automatically converts the English

Babysitter Volume 2 will be available in U.S.

Price: $69.95 Cdn. For dealer information

for Christmas and in Canada — after Christ

contact: Micro Marketing Canada, 169

mas.

Inglewood Drive, Toronto

Price: $12.99 U.S. Eor more information

contact: Soft Magic Corporation, 1213 W.
High St.. Bryan. Ohio 43506

Masiertronic games

from Bullock Industries

Bullock Industries announces affordable
software. With the idea that software games

CLAS from MicroEd Inc.

are not unlike record albums in their
lifespan, Bullock Industries is distributing

CLAS, which stands for Computerized Les
son Authoring System, has been designed

the Masiertronic line of software games for

to enable educators to create their own

theC-fvl and VIC 20. An unqualified success

courseware easily and quickly by using lat
est computer technology. The designers

in Europe, these games are available in
Canada for $9.99 for the Commodore 64

have assumed that the first-time user of

and $7.99 for the VIC 20.
Bullock Industries Ltd., 60 Bullock Drive,

CLASS would have no previous computer

Unit 5, Markham, Ont. L3P 3P2, (416)471-

STORY MAKER, for ages 7 to 14, is a cre

5858

ative story construction kit. The program

Reading Skill Adventures widi Gulliver's Travels

from International Software Systems
Gulliver's Travels is ihe third "Reading Skill

Adventure" story in the Educational Story

CLAS can be used to design a single lesson

ervision is not required.

or entire semester's course in any subject

A zany character named Mack guides chil
dren through all the steps necessary to cre

for any grade level, from kindergarten to

ate their title, name their characters, write

.sentences with a built-in word processor,

and create their own original illustrations.

Series. The stories in this series are interac

tive adventures designed for reading pleas

computer-integrated and saved on an inde

ure. Their main aim is to improve children's

pendent disk. There is no limit to the num

reading skills and comprehension.

ber of compositions which can be created.
STORY MAKER contains a Masler Disk, a

Reading Skill Adventures with Gulliver's

Brothers Grimm collection and is written

user-friendly.

leaches children writing skills. Adult sup

The story and the graphics can then be

Travels is based on the classic story from the

experience and made the program very

blank disk, author labels and a Book of
Tips, an introduction (o the art of creative
writing.

high school grades.

CLAS lesson can take many forms; it can
consist of reading materials followed by

problem sets made up of multiple1 choice,
fill-in-the blanks, and/or True-False ques

tions. The program allows the teacher to
retain his/her own individual style and

teaching methods.
The CLAS package consists of one Author
disk, one Student disk and the User's Guide.

for grades two through five.

Price: $34.95 U.S. For more information

Price: $89.95 U.S. For more information

As children read Gulliver, they control

contact Sierra On-Line Building, Coarse-

contact: MicroEd, Inc., P.O. Box 444005,

the plot line, discovering dozens and doz

gold, CA 03614, (209)683-6858

Eden Prairie, MN 55344, (612)944-8750

ens of story lines and endings. With three
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Flexfile 2.1 Database Manager
George Shirinian

length is 2f>4 characters. You are not asked

suitable printed format for bibliographies.

Toronto, ON

to specify the length of a field since fields

The Report Writer module, on the other

AB Computers, 252 Bet hie hem Pike, Colmar.

are stored end to end and space that is not
used is not reserved. In an application where

hand, is designed for output on a single

PA 18915, U.S.A. $59.00 U.S. Commodore

8032, 4032,2001, 64, VIC 20, disk drive required.
Flexfile 2.1 is a database management pro

gram noteworthy for being relatively inex
pensive, yet remarkably powerful. It can

be configured lo run on any Commodore
computer with at least 16K of memory and
has special features to work with any CUM
disk drive.
Flexfile 2.1 is available on disk for all Com
modore computers. It uses an interesting
copy-protection technique. The protection
method does not use a dongle, nor special

field length varies among records, this

results in greater flexibility and a real sav
ing of space.

The entire program actually consists of 14
menu-driven modules loaded by a main

program, each module with its own spe
cific job to do. Operating with an IF.EE

bus, this is no problem, but on a normal
C-64, with its serial bus, there are pauses of
20 seconds or more as the various modules
load.

DOS coding. This method requires you to

Data entry is line oriented, with the fields
lining up one beneath the other. Editing

customize the program to your particular

must be clone on the current line and to

equipment configuration by answering a

edit a previous line you must wait until the

few simple menu prompts. Once the pro

record is completed to be prompted if there

gram has been customized, it will nol run

are any changes.

on other configurations. A customized disk
cannot be re-customized. Only the owner

of an original disk can make backups that

Flexfile provides some nice features. The
Replicate (a record command is useful

line and for numerical calculations.
For handling numerical data, the Report
Writer has several nice features. It allows
you to specify individual column widths,
up to the capacity of your printer, title
each column, perform decimal alignment,

column totals, column averages and up to T>
levels of subtotals. Up to 20 calculations
can be performed for each record, allowing,
for example, the quantity in one column to
be multiplied by the unit cost in another
column, thus providing a

convenient

spreadsheet or "calc" function.
The File Calculation module allows you to

use a mathematical formula to change the
contents of a numerical field across a num
ber of records automatically. This differs

from the calc features of the Report Writer,
which change the values of a column in a
report during output, but does not change
the actual contents of the records in a file.

can be customized.

because records often contain data in com
mon. This command reuses all data from

The 78-page manual is clear and helpful

the previous record. Usually, however, you

even for beginners. It is assembled in a 7 by

both Commodore and non-Commodore

9-inch 3-ring binder that takes up little

will want the data from only one or two
fields, so the other fields must be edited or

desk space and lies flat for easy reading.

overtyped.

the placing of fields to be printed on paper.

The information is well written and well
laid out. The approach is more of a tutorial

than a reference guide, which is perfectly
acceptable, since the program itself is so
easy to learn and use. A noticeable omis
sion is an index. One nice feature is that 10
of the 20 chapters are marked as "must-

Prompting is excellent. During data input
vou are asked for any corrections before
the record is stored. You are also warned if
you try to input more than the pre

more advanced applications.

tial file. This is a blessing when, after work
ing with your file for a time you discover
the need lo add an extra field, key or the
like. You can salvage your data, structure a

whole new record format, then load the
sequential file into the new format.

goodness!).

Being written mostly in BASIC and totally

The producers stand behind the program.

listable. the program is readily modifiable

Early versions had a major bug that caused
misfiling and loss of records. The fix was
rushed to customers as soon as this was

discovered. I know of one user who has
been in telephone contact with the author,
Michael Riley, and received the help he

tain range of records to be printed, rather
than the entire file.

"wild card" characters and endings. Logi

ity to dump your random file into a sequen

colons and semi-colons are not accepted
during input. This is no longer true (thank

A nice touch is the ability to specify a cer

cycled through the record to try again.
A particularly valuable feature is the abil

are told on pages 25 and 44 that commas,

printers. There are some limitations on

You have nine ways to search for a record,
including pattern matching, which allows

read" items for anyone using the program.

updated from the old one. For example, we

ting to paper, provision has been made for

determined number of characters, and are

The other chapters contain information on

The manual has not been consistently

Output can be directed to the screen, printer

or to a sequential disk file. When output-

by those so inclined. The listing is gener

ously annotated and the manual also pro
vides valuable information. Additional mod
ules and features exist in the program that
are not currently utilized, but can be accessed
by the adventurous. For example, the num

needed.

ber of fields can be made more than 20 by

The program allows a maximum field length
of 80 characters (including return); maxi

indicate other features.

changing a single line. REM statements

cal operations may be included in the search

criteria. With all the fields displayed on
screen, you select your search strategy from
a menu and simply fill in the blanks. Note
that the program does distinguish between

upper and lower case, so be sure of your
capitalization. Note also that the logical
operators include "and", "or", but not 'not".
A critical element in searching is speed,
and 1 did a few timing tests. With 131 biblio
graphic records, the fastest time to search

the file and print the results out to paper
was 140 seconds, using a CBM 8032 and

4040. Since it reads every record in the file
performing its search function, the Report

Writer is quite slow. Using a C-64 and 1541
drive to search a similar database of 101
records took 130 seconds, surprisingly not
much slower.

The Direct File Maintenance module has a

mum number of fields is 20 (with provision

The Mailing List module is useful not only

much faster search capability. When defin

in the program [or more); maximum record

for names and addresses, but also allows a

ing your record structure in the first place.
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you are allowed to specify certain fields us

Using the program with a single disk drive

manage to produce two irrecoverable errors:

keys on which sorting is done. These keys

is painfully awkward, requiring several disk

one by trying lo save a batch file to a write-

can be nested up to "> fields deep. For

swaps for the most elementary lunctionv

protecied disk, the other by specifying a

example, you can sort alphabetically by

Flcxfile is well suited to a dual drive. I am

non-existent report formal in the Report

surname; then all the same surnames can

happy to report that it works well with the

Writer module. Curiously, specifying a non

be further sorted by first name; then all the

KTC 64-Link, and will probably work with

existent format in Mail Labels will return

records with the same surname and first

any IEEE interface. If you do not have

you to the the menu, but this is not (he case

name can be sorted chronologically (e.g.,
all the articles by an author can be sorted

access to a dual drive, it is recommended

with the Report Writer, which endlessly
asked me for a file name.

by date of publication), and .so on.

ules on the same disk as your data, if your
database can spare the room. This will alle

If only the first few characters of a search
siring are eniered, the FIND command will

that you put the essential program mod

viate a lot of disk swapping.

with those letters. There may be times when

Disk commands are limited. You can view
a directory from the opening menu with

locate the first record whose key begins
two or more records have the same key.

out losing the data in memory. Scralching

The program will locate ihe first record

a data file, however, only deletes the point

that matches. The rest will be found by

ers and filename, and you will see fewer

using the NEXTcommand tostep through

blocks available in your directory than
expected. If you have to scratch a file in

the records in order.
There is now a "Snapshot" command for
printing the results of your search out to

order to recover space, you might need to
NEW the whole disk.

Flexfile is a praiseworthy program, with
many features I am unable to describe here,
but also with limitations. Field and record

length are limited. Searching, though pow
erful, is very slow.

It allows you to build large data files and
manipulate, search and report them with
great flexibility. There are numerous math

ematical calcultions available. The program
is flexible and easily modified, i! is straight

forward lo use, with logical and helpful
prompts and menus, and will not take long

paper in Direct File Maintenance, one
record at a time. This is a significant

Flexfile has good error messaging and
recovery. In case of a complete crash, you

to learn. Considering Flexfile's price agains!
its capabilities, the program is a bargain.

improvement and worthwhile convenience.

can recover by typing GOTO 100. I did
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STAR TREK
With Mr. Tester™ Software
Is your Commodore 64 TM
Disk Drive, Printer, Memory,

n
The Improved Version

Joystick, Monitor and Sound
Chip operating correctly?

You've seen Version 1

Abo Mr. Tester tells you 11
year 1541 Drive is properly
aligned and operating at lae
correct speed, plus;

Version 11 adds:

• Better sound
• Improved graphics

1.) Full joystick operation
in all axis.
2.) Continuous or standard
comprehensive memory

• Hi-res features
• More machine code

STAR TREK II club membership $4.00

test.

STAR TREK II game (C-64)

3.) CommodoreTM SID chip
test for sound analysis.
4.) Screen alignment and
color test.
5.) Complete road/write Disk
Track and Block Test.

6.) Diskette format analysis to
check Floppys.
7.) Complete printer test.
8.) Complete keyboard test.

UFLAND 1

k3 software
Wait! Don't do it!!

Make cheque, money order payable to:
Dave Neale

order irom

Box 1324

Micro-

9.) Cassette read/write test.

Meaford Ont. N0H 1Y0
(519)538-1758

DISTRIBUTING. INC

All this for

only $2995

Dealers & DHtrihulors Inquiries Invlled

$15.00

1342B Route 23
Butler, N.J. 07405
201-838-9027

Even Spock would find it challenging.

FOURTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
for members of TPUG
Saturday and Sunday, May 25 and 26, 1985

9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Ontario Institute of Studies in Education
252 Bloor St. W. (Bloor & St. George;
Two-day program of speakers for beginners and experts
including Jim Butterfieid's all-day Machine Language for Begi;inners

TPUG program library available on pre-copied disks at reasonable cost
Expanded dealer displays of hardware, peripherals <k software
"Traders' Corner" —one person's junk is another's treasure

Optional Club Banquet Saturday evening
Early-bird registration starts February 1, 1985

Cost not yet finalized, but will not be more than $30 per member

Spouses &c children of members can register at a much lower cost
Registration after April 15, or at the door, will cost more
MAY 25 & 26 — RESERVE THESE DATES ON YOUR CALENDAR NOW!

Making music was never this much fun
T-<tW)

UP
down

8
teNpoSS
octaue:4
>ironoMe-off
keyboard an
lload
saue
erase
adsr

J«5
1*6
IfT
H*8

next

select
unseiect
run/stop
use

Imagine yourself in a professional recording

THE MELODIAN RHYTHMMASTER"
software package starts with your own nat

studio, manipulating richly musical sounds

from any of sixteen different instruments.
Imagine creating your own musical compo

ural sense of rhythm... the building block of

music.. .and takes it to perfection. Meet the
challenge ot RhythmMaster as you learn

sitions, just like a recording superstar. Imag
ine starting as a novice and becoming a

the basics of rhythm and pitch. Track your
progress until you make it all the way to

musical master. Now the future of musical

virtuoso.

entertainment is as close as your home com
puter. .. Introducing MELODIANV
THE COMMODORE-64- COMPATIBLE
MELODIAN KEYBOARD plugs right into

AFFORDABLE BREAKTHROUGH
TECHNOLOGY...ONLY $199.90. The

MELODIAN system is the result of break
through computer design innovations, in
THE MELODIAN CONCERTMASTER"

software package allows you to record and
mix multi-track music just like a professional
recording engineer. Put down the bass track
and get it just right. Then add guitar, brass

or woodwinds. Experiment with

MELODIAN'S unique ADSR synthesizer

your home computer., .and then the tun be

gins. The menu driven display screen lets
you experiment with infinite varieties of in

strumentation and orchestration all with
only four simple command keys. And the
colorful iiser-triendly graphics invite you to
learn the basics of music at your own pace.

window to custom design your own new
instrument sounds., .and before you know
it, you have a completely new musical ar
rangement. Or you can study the intricacies
of prerecorded musical pieces, note for note
...and then rearrange them to your heart's
content.

vented by the same team who developed

high-tech music systems for recording
superstars. That's why for less than $200,
you can start with the Melodian Keyboard
and ConcertMaster and start making music
right away. RhythmMaster can be added
tor only $39.95. And other exciting pre
recorded programs will be available soon.

MELODIAN products are available at
computer and music stores. Or you can call
Melodian directly at 1-800-MELODIA and
charge it on all major credit cards. All
Melodian products have a 15 day moneyback guarantee.

TM
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

CALL 1-800-MELODIA
IN NEW YORK STATE CALL

ACCEPTED
©1984 Melodian Inc.
AH rights reserved.

COLLECT 1-212-513-7330

The new, fun way to learn, play and compose music.

YOUR COMMODORE 64
CAN NOW USE STANDARD
APPLE II+HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE

.CA

B.R

CORVUS

VIDE)

EDUTEK

DAM

AXAN

WITH THIS

At Mimic we believe that you and your computer should
dictate the choices ot hardware and software you can use.
The Spartan™ was developed to allow you to choose the
hardware and software that best suits your needs.
Our goal in designing the Spartan™ was simple.
To take what you already have and give you more.
Mimic Systems is proud to give you the Spartan™
The Apple™ II + emulator for the Commodore 64™

Spartan™ Suggested Retail Prices:
The Spartan™ (includes BUSS, CPU, and DOS cards) $599.00
BUSS card S299.00
CPU card [requires BUSS card) SI 99.00
DOS card (requires BUSS and CPU card)

SI99.00

(All prices in U.S. Funds. Freight not included.)
American Express. Visa and MasterCard accepted.
Commodore 64 and Commodore logo are trademarks or Commodore Electronics Ltd. and or

Commodore Business Machines. Inc. Apple' II + is a trademark a! Apple Computer. Inc
Spartan"" is a trademark ol Mimic Systems Inc. ami has no association with Commodore

Bectronlcs 01 Apple Computer. Inc. The Spartan Is manufactured By Mimic Systems Inc.
under license granted by ATG Electronics Inc. ol Victoria. B.C, Canada

FOR INFORMATION WRITE
MIMIC SYSTEMS INC.
1112 FORT ST. , FL. 6C
VICTORIA. B.C.
CANADA VSV 4 V 2

To Order Call:

1-800-MODULAR
(663-8527)

"THOROUGHLYIMPRESSED!
'THE CONSULTANT is capable of very large and complicated searches. It
is a very good system at a reasonable price. Documentation: excellent

Overall rating: 9/10"
- TPUG MAGAZINE

"... you should definitely try out THE CONSULTANT... powerful and very
well designed,"
- EVERYTHING YOU CAN DO WITH YOUR COMMODORE 1984 EDITION

"For a truly professional data management program, you will have to look a
long time before voufinda better one than THE CONSULTANT"
E APPLICATIONS F(

amounts

v database

ord

Like a smart, computerized filing cabinet, THE CONSULTANT controls your information for you. You
choose the file size and format — THE CONSULTANT'S flexible file structure adapts to almost any application
you can think of. And you can change the structure of your files without having to re-enter any data — a
great time saver. Easy to learn and simple to use. Big system speed and sophisticated sorting functions, all for an
exceptionally low price. No wonder THE CONSULTANT comes highly recommended!
AVAILABLE NOW FOR THE COMMODORE 64. COMING SOON FOR THE IBM PC.

186 Queen St. We

Toronto, Ontario,
M5V 1Z1 Canada
(416)596-1405

"The Energized Software Company!"

5u"e"'

WRITE FOR A FULL COLOR BROCHURE

©1984 Batteries Included. All rights reserved. Commodore is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines, Inc.

seasons

Available at:

Classic Book Stores

the seasons

Classic Computer
London

Computer Oddessy
Hamilton

Eastern Sports
New Brunswick

Electro T's
Alberta

Future Shop
Vancouver

Computers Unlimited
Winnipeg

Kawartha Stereo
Peterborough

Scitron

Software Micromart
St Catharines

Electronic 2001
Toronto

Zellers
Computer Networks
Toronto

|

« T'T't
FREE

! Head Cleaning Kit

Info-Video
Mississauga

And other Dealers

-F\opPV;

$29.95 Cdn.M.S.L

Wll II

' '
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ADUArvtAGB Computer Accessories
1020 Meyerslde Dr. Units 7 & 8. Mississauga. Ontario L5T 1K7 (416) 676- 1200

